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Learning a new language is like gaining another soul. One of the rewards 
of working abroad is the opportunity to expand your linguistic as well as 
your professional horizons. 

Knowing that busy expats fi nd it hard to fi t in language lessons, Fortis 
is offering two week-long total immersion courses worth EUR 2,395 at 
CERAN in Spa. To enter, simply complete our fully confi dential, no obligation 
Expat Survey at www.expatica.com/fortissurvey before 30 June. 

The results will help us further improve our expat banking, insurance and 
investment services. From our ‘Welcome Offer’, which lets you open a 
bank account before you leave home, to our free ‘Expat Service Line’, 
which will support you and your family with the practical, administrative 
and legal issues that can arise when you live abroad. 

We’ll even help you fi nd an English-speaking plumber. Although if you win 
one of our fabulous language courses, perhaps you won’t need one! 

Fortis Expat Competence Centre
For more about our expat services, call the Fortis Expat Competence 
Centre on +32 (0)2 433 41 00 (Monday to Friday, 7 a.m.–10 p.m. and 
Saturday, 9 a.m.–5 p.m.), e-mail us expat@fortis.com or visit 
www.fortisbanking.be/expatinbelgium

How may we help you?

Take our Expat Survey... 
and win a language course!

EDITORIAL

‘People don’t really travel 
any more, they just move 
around.’ We can take  
time out to go around  
the world but, today,  
we devote so much time  
to looking for the cheapest, 
fastest transport that  
we lose sight of real  
travel values : discovery, 
broadening the mind, 
relaxation and meeting 
new people. 

A
ll the articles in this,  
our first Summer Special, 
have been written  
with this and another 
theme in mind – taking 

your time.

Taking time to protect your skin before 
sunbathing, discovering some of  
the world’s many countries and  
the festivals that are taking place  
all over Belgium this summer. Time set 
aside to improve a relationship during 
the holidays, or to (re)discover Brussels 
in the quiet months of July and August. 

Time to pay homage to the ultra-sexy 
Dita Von Teese. Time to admire  
the gorgeous creatures posing in our 
latest fashion shoot – not to mention,  
of course, time to celebrate all the other 
good things in this issue.

For a while, we can forget politics,  
the economy, work colleagues,  
the Metro, traffic jams… all the stresses 
that we usually want to avoid but, 
strangely, which we often miss when 
we’re far away. 

Everyone at Together would take  
this opportunity to wish you happy 
holidays - we’ll see you again on  
23rd September for our ‘Back To Work’ 
edition ! 

Enjoy your time in the sun.

Jérôme Stéfanski
Publisher

Take your  
Time over  
The holidays
writer : JéRÔME STéFANSKI 
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Call today for your free trial! 
Visit www.worldclass.be 
for more information. 

World Class Health Academy Brussels
at Renaissance Hotel,
Rue du Parnasse 19, 1050 Brussels
02 551 59 90
brussels@worldclass.be

World Class Fitness Center Diegem
de Kleetlaan 5 b-c
1831 Diegem
02 300 57 00
diegem@worldclass.be

World Class Fitness Center Berchem
Belpairestraat 20
2600 Berchem
03 292 96 00
berchem@worldclass.be

3 months inspiration package
Call today for your free trial!
Your inspiration package includes:
> personal instruction with a trainer
> group training classes

> strength and cardio equipment
> swimming pool and Jacuzzi
> saunas and steam rooms

> complimentary towel
> free parking and childcare

* Conditions apply. Only valid for participating clubs. Local deviations can occur. The offer cannot be combined with other offers or promotions.
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In the first of a new 
regular feature,  
The Snapshot, top French 
photographer Gérard 
Rancinan offers  
his interpretation of 
Géricault’s The Raft of  
the Medusa.

T
heir names are Mas,  
Bô, Afif, Fereol,  
Jamel, kyung-Mi, Nadia… 
they come from Vietnam, 
Algeria, Benin... they  

wear tacky imitation watches, symbols  
of a prosperity that will soon bring  
them disillusionment. Attracted by  
the riches of the West, they are prepared 
to risk everything to reach the promised 
land. A photograph of incredible 
illustrative and symbolic power – one  
that perhaps gives us something to 
ponder as we set off on our own 
‘journeys’ this summer... 

J.S.

www.rancinan.com

rafT  
 Work
writer : JéRÔME STéFANSKI

THE SNAPSHOT

the raft of illusions 

© Gérard Rancinan
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Rue de Trèves 16 - 1050 Brussels 
+32 (0)2 512 66 10

davidrose.optique@gmail.com

davidrose

Create your summer style... with davidrose
optometrist - optician

In the 
Leopold district

Together teams up with 
optometrist davidrose 
for the chance to win five 
pairs of stylish shades to 
create your Summer style.

E
stablished in Brussels 
Leopold district in 
December 2007,  
davidrose is fast gaining  
a reputation as the name  

to trust when it comes to the very best  
in spectacles and sunglasses. 

And we couldn’t let Summer start without 
offering our readers the chance to make 
an impression on the beaches and 
terraces when the season’s in full swing. 
And it’s not just any sunglasses that are 
up for grabs. davidrose is offering  
two pairs of Michael kors and three pairs 
of Fendi sunglasses – that’s more than 
1,000€ of clearly superior shades.

So, fancy winning some class 
glasses ? All you have to do is go  

a vision of sTyle

COMPETITION

to www.together-magazine.eu and 
answer the three questions below : 

1. davidrose is located nearer to :
A. The European Parliament
B. The European Commission
C. NATO

2. How many pairs of glasses is  
davidrose displaying in his shop 
window between 27th May and  
15th June ? 
A. 10
B. 20
C. 24

3. What is the weight in grammes of  
a copy of Together, excluding wrapping 
and aftershave/perfume sample ?

davidrose 
Rue de Trèves, 16 
1050 Brussels 
T. +32 (0)2 512 66 10 
davidrose.optique@gmail.com 

Colour of models offered may differ from those shown.
Competition organised under the supervision of a bailiff. Full rules available on request.  
Organiser : together Magazine, rue d’Alost, 7, 1000 Brussels.

1 2

3
4

1.  MK 720

2.  FS 444

3.  FS 445

4.  FS 451
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went, were a breach of free trade, 
another was that clubs should also  
be free to move across borders,  
leading to fears that pan-national 
leagues, such as a Benelux league, 
could develop.

The report came  
to nothing,  
and sport once 
again fell under  
the watchful eye  
of the Parliament’s 
Culture Committee, 
which, in a move 
that was interpreted  
at the time as a 
political statement, 
released a report 
authored by Belgian 

MEP Ivo Belet to coincide with  
the European Commission’s initial 
drafting of the White Paper in early 2007.

The Belet Report was less extreme  
than Manders’ argument, but still  
proved controversial. It argued that  
sport should be considered to be 
outside the competency of EU 
lawmaking, but that issues such  
as television rights should be governed 
by the Commission.

MEDIA SCRUM
Moving forward to May 2008, and  
the completed White Paper was finally 
endorsed by the Parliament, although, 
true to form, not without heated debate. 
The area of media rights, which was 
raised in the Belet Report, proved to be  

 ‘MY FEAR NOW  
IS THAT, IN  

THE RUN - UP TO 
THE OLYMPICS, 

CHINA WILL 
bE ROUNDING 
UP THE USUAL 

SUSPECTS. SPORT 
IS ALWAYS AbOUT 

POLITICS’

Beckham :  
A sport  
or business icon ?

© Together

of making money. The days  
of the gentleman contender,  
the enthusiastic amateur, are sadly 
consigned to nostalgia ; nowadays,  
the rewards of victory, and the domination 
of merchandising territories have proved 
too tempting for global behemoths such 
as Ferrari, The Chicago Bears,  
or Manchester United.

SPORTING QUESTION
But what of political regulations ?  
The question has been asked for  
some time and, in May 2008,  
the European Parliament finally  
voted on the controversial White  
Paper on Sport, designed to settle 
definitively the issue as envisaged  
under the EU’s ambitious Lisbon Goals.

The question underpinning the whole 
debate is, put simply, how should  
sport be defined, as a cultural pursuit  
or a business ? In September 2005,  
Dutch MEP Toine Manders prepared  
a report on the role of sport within  
the internal market. It proved to be  
highly controversial. According  
to Manders’ proposals, sport,  
particularly football, should be treated  
as a competitive business, and  
should be subject to the same market 
governance as any other corporation. 
Transfer windows, one such argument 

With sport increasingly 
blurring the lines between 
business, employment and 
competition laws, and with 
its unsavoury side issues 
such as doping and racism, 
should a case be made for 
a binding set of political 
regulations?

W
ith the advent and 
spread of global 
capitalism, it is hard 
to deny that top 
sporting events, 

such as the English Premier League  
now exist solely for the purpose  

sporT :  
CulTure,  
poliTiCs  
or profiTs ?
writer : CIllIAN DONNElly

TOUCHY

MEP Edward 
McMillan-Scott : 
‘With China, there is 
a total lack of human 
rights’

© EPP-ED
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TOUCHY

a divisive topic. The Parliament endorsed 
the view that the selling of such rights 
should be done collectively, that is 
through leagues and federations,  
and that income should be distributed 
more fairly among clubs, from top  
to bottom. 

In addition to this redistribution of wealth, 
the Parliament also stressed the fact  
that self-regulation is the best way of 
governing sport, however, there are still 
some who argue that sport and politics 
are inevitably mixed.

‘AlWAyS POlITICAl’
“Sport has always been political,” insists 
EPP-ED MEP Edward McMillan-Scott, 
speaking exclusively to Together ahead 
of the Summer’s biggest sporting event, 
the Olympic Games in Beijing.  
“The Chinese government is trying  
to separate the two, but this is humbug. 
Sport is always about politics ; look  
at 1964, for instance.”

In 1964, the International Olympic 
Committee (IOC) voted to boycott  

South Africa from 
the Games due  
to the apartheid 
system, a ban that 
lasted until 1992. 
This time around, 
however, the IOC 
has not been so 
quick to sanction 
China, a country 
that many, including 
McMillan-Scott, 
consider to be a 
“terror state”, due  
to its appalling 
human rights 

record. Earlier this year, protests in 
London, Paris and San Francisco 
followed the Olympic torch as it was 
paraded across the globe.

In December 2007, McMillan-Scott  
wrote to IOC President Jacques Rogge,  
asking for “an assessment of China’s 
compliance with the undertakings  
made to you and your Committee,  
as suggested during a hearing on human 
rights in China of the European Parliament 
Sub-Committee on Human Rights”.

CHINA CRISIS
In February this year, Rogge’s chief of 
staff issued a reply arguing that general 
political aspirations for change uttered by 
the Chinese authorities did not form part 
of any specific commitments relating to 
the Olympic Games, and were therefore 
outside the IOC’s realm of influence. 

Believing that a boycott of the games  
by EU athletes should be given serious 
consideration, McMillan-Scott stated  
in his letter to the IOC that “no politician 
elected in free and fair elections and 
senior figures in national life within the 
European Union should attend any 
games in Beijing” - politics and sport,  
it appears, are irrevocably linked.

“Sport and politics have never really 
been separated,” McMillan-Scott  
added. “With China, there is a total lack 
of human rights. Their external policies 
may be horrendous, but not  
as horrendous as their internal policies. 
My fear now is that, in the run-up to  
the Olympics, China will be rounding up 
the usual suspects. Sport is always 
about politics.”  

C.D.

‘NO POLITICIAN 
ELECTED  

IN FREE AND  
FAIR ELECTIONS 

AND SENIOR 
FIGURES  

IN NATIONAL 
LIFE WITHIN  

THE EUROPEAN 
UNION SHOULD 

ATTEND ANY 
GAMES IN 
bEIjING’
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mass-production. The most ready market 
for Filip Martin’s industrial chocolate is, 
inevitably, tourists, often Chinese or 
Japanese, whose guide books say little 
about where to buy the best chocolate,  
and who are attracted by bargain prices :  
Filip Martin’s outlets can sell chocolate  
with a huge reduction on boxes of ten,  
12, even 15, at prices with which smaller 
producers cannot compete. Many of  
the shops hire Asian saleswomen to solicit 
trade in the streets, offering tastings.  
While technically illegal, the practice 
appears to go largely unpunished. 
Chocolate specialists, without wishing to 
provoke a turf war, are shocked that even 
when Filip Martin outlets are convicted  
of fraudulent practice, they usually remain 
open. The balance seems loaded in favour 
of the souvenir shops and their mass-
produced goods, as they have quality 
checks made only twice per year.

PRICES UP AGAIN
And there has been another adverse 
effect - the prices of quality chocolate  
in the tourist centre of Brussels, at places 
such as Cote d’Or’s new store in Sablon, 
or outlets selling Godiva or Neuhaus 
products, have been driven up, with 
chocolates three or four times more 
expensive than at outlets further from  
the centre. The Chinese tourists 
gathering round the Mannekin Pis are 
unaware of these discrepancies in 
prices, and most tourists, when pressed, 
will simply reply that this was where  
their guidebooks told them to come for 
Belgian chocolate. 

The high-end chocolatiers’ fightback  
has begun, however - in the Galeries 
Royales, Neuhaus have employed 
polyglot sales staff – a Pole and an Asian 
– who know their chocolate. These 
famous brands are aware of the harm 
caused by cheap industrial confectionery.  
As a Neuhaus spokesperson told 
Together : ‘’It’s pleasing to see Belgium’s 
reputation growing abroad as a country 
of beer and chocolate – but this unfair 
competition in Brussels is distorting 
prices and will end up harming our image 
as chocolatiers of quality.’’                 l.N.

chOc sTaTs
Belgians	eat	on	average	18kg		
of	chocolate	per	person	per	
annum.	There	are	approximately	
150	chocolate	sellers	nationwide.	

Belgium	makes	160,000	tonnes		
of	chocolate	per	year	and	the	
industry	employs	7,200	people.

The	sales	turnover	of	Belgian	
chocolate	producers	is	1.5	billion	
euros	-	70	percent	goes	to	export.

The	European	Standard	Directive	
on	Chocolate	of	15th	March		
2000	decreed	that	products	using	
vegetable-fat	content	apart	from	
cocoa	butter	could	still	be	named	
‘chocolate’.	In	Brussels,	‘Chocolate	
100%	cocoa’	with	the	Ambao	logo	
is	used	to	distinguish	‘real’	from	
‘ersatz’	chocolate.

‘Choc-a-block’  
in the centre 
of Brussels

EUROPEAN VICE

But this isn’t always the case with  
the ever-expanding number of souvenir 
shops around Rue de l’Etuve,  
Rue au Beurre and La Bourse, which  
are increasingly ripping off tourists  
with ‘discount’ chocolates bearing 
descriptions such as ‘Home Made’, 
‘Premium Belgian’, ‘Belgian Hand Made’ 
or even ‘Finest Belgian’...some of these 
have even been known to fool Belgians.

INDUSTRIAl PRODUCTION
It has really only been in the past year 
that souvenir shops have taken over 
Brussels centre. At the last count,  
there were 30 within a stone’s throw  
of the Grand’Place. One only has to peer 
round the door to see the same boxes 
bearing the same labels – all industrially 
produced, but billed itself as the work  
of Belgium’s finest chocolatiers. Many  
of these outlets sell chocolate under  
the generic name Filip Martin, which  
has tied up a third of the small knick-
knack shops installed around the centre, 
operating a quasi-monopoly that is 
infuriating for the real artisans. 

ASIAN SOlICITING
While many of these shops do sell justly 
famous chocolates (Cote d’Or, for 
example), much more is marketed simply 
as ‘Belgian’. This is proving catastrophic for 
quality chocolatiers, who have seen their 
profits in freefall since the influx of cheap 

Are belgian chocolates  
in danger of becoming 
overpriced and losing  
their cachet ? The number 
of outlets in downtown 
brussels might suggest so.  
Welcome to belgium’s 
chocolate wars... 

I
t no longer matters about  
the price – tourists love Belgian 
chocolates. And it’s true that 
some of the most famous  
names can be found around  

the Grand’Place in the heart of Brussels 
- Galler, Neuhaus, Leonidas, Horn and 

others have set 
their own seals 
upon the identity  
of both the city  
and country, as 
certified by the 
prized label ‘Belgian 
Chocolate’,  
a reassurance that 
the choc-hungry 
tourist is spending 
his or her money  
on something  
that is 100- 
percent Belgian.

Cheap ChoCs  
 push TasTe 
ouT of 
Grand’plaCe
writer : lUDIvINE NOlF

THE EVER-
ExPANDING 
NUMbER OF 

SOUVENIR SHOPS 
AROUND RUE DE 
L’ETUVE, RUE AU 
bEURRE AND LA 
bOURSE... ARE 
INCREASINGLY 
RIPPING OFF 

TOURISTS
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service industries. It soon became  
clear that we could create jobs in  
the services sector.”

The VBO-FEB, Beerten continues, went 
further, realising that there was a certain 
strength to be exploited in the medical 
services sector. “We realised we have lots 
of expertise and capacity here. We came 
to realise that we had the ability to treat  
an extra 50,000 patients per year within 
our system. We had the beds, and so we 
needed people from abroad to fill them.”

But, Beerten insists, this is not a simple 
case of exploitation, and Healthcare 
Belgium is keen to stress that it  
has examined all the angles and  
potential problems inherent to such  
a massive undertaking.

“The healthcare sector is broad,”  
Beerten admits, “and you have to be 
careful about what you do with it.  
We want an influx of foreign patients,  
yes, but we do not want waiting lists.”

Organisation and co-ordination between 
partners is key to a successful project, 

Beerten continues. As well as  
the Federation of Belgian Enterprises, 
Healthcare Belgium also works in 
conjunction with AFGA Healthcare,  
11 hospital groups and Dexia Bank.  
They are currently working on promoting 
the Belgian healthcare system overseas, 
through ‘economic missions’ and 
insurance companies. 

Currently, Healthcare Belgium accounts 
for 22-23 percent of all hospital capacity 
in Belgium, but the scope of the project 
goes wider. “We want to train local 
doctors abroad and transfer Belgian 
competencies to other places,” says 
Beerten. “It is our ambition to attract 
more patients to Belgium, and create 
more jobs for the country.

“We are not just targeting places such  
as the Middle East and Russia. In 
Belgium, too, there are new markets.  
We aim to provide medical solutions  
for embassy staff. There are hundreds  
of people working there, but no one 
offering solutions to them when they have 
a medical problem. We can help them.”

C.D.

Care on demand

can also add to the local economy, and 
this concept has been under 
development for some time now. “When 
a person comes to Europe for a medical 
procedure, he doesn’t travel alone,” 
Professor Jacques Brotchi, Chief of the 
Neurology Department at Erasme 
Hospital, told the European Business 
Summit in 2007. “He comes with 
someone else, stays in a hotel,  
and when he begins to feel better,  
he goes shopping.”

That same year saw the formation  
of Healthcare Belgium,  
www.healthcarebelgium.com,  
an organisation that aims to attract 
cross-border patients to the country.  
But the ambition doesn’t stop there. 
Healthcare Belgium is also developing 
tele-medicine (defined as the long- 
distance treatment of patients abroad) 
and e-health markets, with the dual aim 
of creating jobs and growth at home,  
and promoting Belgian expertise and 
innovation abroad.

Speaking a year on, Healthcare Belgium 
General Manager Falk Beerten told 
Together that the organisation focuses 
on a combination of advanced medical 
technology and superior medical 
expertise. Belgium, he says, currently 
has the problem of an ageing population. 

“We need to create around 500,000  
new jobs over the next few years to fill 
this gap. And some of the new 
opportunities that we are working on, 
with the co-operation of the Federation  
of Belgian Enterprises (VBO-FEB), involve 
things such as the construction and 

‘Medical tourism’ is on  
the rise across Europe.  
As the term implies, this  
is the practice of travelling 
abroad for access to 
medical services, and 
belgium’s facilities score 
very highly in this regard. 

T
he country is seen as one 
of Europe’s top locations 
for good, affordable 
medical care. According 
to the Medical Tourism 

Review, Belgium “with its location at  
the heart of the EU, benefits from easy 
access which, combined with its highly 
professional private healthcare system, 
makes it an attractive option for medical 
travel”.

On the other side of the Atlantic, the 
reviews are just as good. Belgium is 
considered to be at the “forefront of 
medical tourism” by the US-based 
WorldMed Assist, which offers not only 
advice on travelling to Belgium, but also 
presents a brief history and cultural 

outline of the 
country on its 
website, www.
worldmedassist.
com.

But there is more  
to medical  
tourism than just 
healthcare. Many 
observers believe 
that the practice 

headinG off 
for healTh
writer : CIllIAN DONNElly

POINT OF VIEW

bELGIUM IS 
CONSIDERED 
TO bE AT THE 
‘FOREFRONT 
OF MEDICAL 
TOURISM’ bY 

THE US-bASED 
WORLDMED 

ASSIST
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IXELLES, ANDERLECHT, WOLUWE-
SAINT-PIERRE AND FOREST

Automatic speed counters, which  
are placed on road surfaces, are used  
to control vehicles’ speed and penalise 
motorists who exceed the speed limits. 
Installed by Brussels Mobility and police, 
the counters went operational on 6th 
April. The speed of each vehicle is 
recorded and transmitted to a host 
computer, via an electrical current  
that reacts to the electromagnetic field 
generated by the passage of a car. 
Seven speed counters have been 
installed in Brussels, Laeken, Ixelles, 
Anderlecht, Woluwe-Saint-Pierre  
and Forest.

Bruxelles : Speed counters and 
cameras have been installed on Allée 
Verte, level with Rue des Rameurs. 
Avenue Van Praet is also covered by  
the system. 
Ixelles : Drivers will have to ease off  
the gas on Avenue Louise and Chaussée 
de Vleurgat.
Anderlecht/Molenbeek : Chaussée  
de Ninove, Boulevard de Grande 
Ceinture, Boulevard Mettewie and 
Boulevard du Prince de Liège are  
now also equipped with counters and 
cameras. Boulevard Paepsem and 
Boulevard de l’Industrie are now under 
scrutiny too. 
Woluwe-Saint-Pierre : Inevitably, cars’ 
speed on Avenue de Tervuren is now 
regulated as far as Rue de Bemel.
Forest : Boulevard de la IIème Armée 
Britannique, up to the Audi factory 
entrance, is also now an anti-speeding 
zone.             l.N.

The installation of speed 
counters and cameras in 
Europe’s capital this year 
is a major weapon is the 
police’s battle against 
roadhogs, as brussels 
Region puts 30 additional 
speed traps and a dozen 
new digital cameras to 
work. If you’re taking to 
the road to go on holiday, 
look out !

I
n Brussels, there are already 
around 60 speed systems 
installed, mainly in the heavy 
traffic areas, to catch drivers  
in a hurry. The installation of 

counters and cameras in seven strategic 
areas around the capital last April that 
were notorious for speeding infractions, 
was intended as ‘resolutely preventive’ 

action against 
motorists who are 
too keen to step on 
the gas. With 30 
additional speeding 
zones and 12 new 
digital cameras 
planned for 2008, 
and a further ten 
envisaged for 2009, 
the city’s total will 
soon stand at 100.

SPEED 
COUNTERS : 
BRUSSELS, 
LAEKEN, 

spyinG  
on speeders
writer : lUDIvINE NOlF

THE SPEED OF 
EACH VEHICLE IS 
RECORDED AND 
TRANSMITTED 

TO A HOST 
COMPUTER, VIA 
AN ELECTRICAL 
CURRENT THAT 

REACTS TO  
THE ELECTRO- 

MAGNETIC FIELD 
GENERATED  

bY THE PASSAGE 
OF A CAR

POLITICAL CHESSbOARD

Eye in the sky
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In the next edition of Together, available in September,  
readers can enjoy our new gastronomic feature, ‘Eat Together’.

Our first focus will be on the 15th anniversary  
of renowned brussels restaurant,  

‘Les Beaumes de Venise’.  
bon appetit!

LES BEAUMES DE VENISE
rue Darwin 62 | B-1050 BrUXeLLeS

+32 (0)2 343 82 93 | www.beaumesdevenise.be

bRUSSELS ON THE MOVE

of Brussels’ hotels. Over the course  
of several months, the team undertook 
an extensive historical investigation  
into the hotel, fully aware that certain 
sections of the building, such as  
the street frontage, the roof, the 
reception hall, the Carlton and Bridge 
Lounges, the bar area and the main 
staircase leading to the first floor were 
listed and would have to be preserved.

FROM 118 TO 149 ROOMS 
Work on the Astoria has already been 
under way for six months. Upon 
completion, around September 2010,  
the number of rooms is expected to have 
risen from 118 to 149, at which time  
the planned luxury shops, an historic bar, 
wellness centres and a new gourmet 
restaurant should also be making  
their first appearance. The five stars of 
the Astoria should thus be blazing once 
more in just two years.

l.N.

The Astoria, currently 
under renovation, is 
situated on Rue Royale 
and happens to be one 
of brussels’ oldest and 
most prestigious hotels. 
Together looks into its 
past and future...

B
uilt on the whim of king 
Léopold II, this de luxe 
hotel, the latest acquisition 
of Saudi Sheik 
Mohammed Y. El-khereiji’s 

Total group, Hotels & Resorts, is rising 
like a phoenix from the ashes – lengthy 
restoration and extension work are 
revitalising the establishment’s former 
splendour, recalling its halcyon days  

as the residence  
of choice for some 
of the most 
prominent visitors  
to Brussels during 
the 1910 World Fair.

30€M 
INvESTMENT
Under the mastery 
of Ma2 architects, 
30€ million has 
been invested  
to ensure  
the Astoria’s return 
to its former 
position at the apex 

five sTars in  
 The hearT 
 of Brussels
writer : lUDIvINE NOlF

OVER  
THE COURSE  
OF SEVERAL  

MONTHS 
THE TEAM 

UNDERTOOk 
AN ExTENSIVE 

HISTORICAL 
INVESTIGATION 

INTO THE HOTEL 

Glories past,  
glory to come :  
The Astoria  
before renovation 
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The holiday season 
approaches. The brussels 
Ring will clear as if by 
magic, and driving will 
become a reasonably 
pleasant activity, at least 
for those who remain  
in Europe’s capital. For  
the rest, a few financial 
items worthy of note  
before you leave for your 
well-earned vacation.

CARD CAUTION 
If you usually rely on a credit card to pay 
major expenses on vacation it could be 
worthwhile advising your card company 
before departure that your expenditure  
in the ensuing weeks will not follow its 
normal patterns. 

As a protection against fraud it is 
becoming more common for card 
companies to seek confirmation from 
cardholders when an unusual pattern  
of expenditure is detected. If you are on 

vacation and 
spending more 
heavily than usual, 
there is a risk that 
the card may be 
suspended if the 
issuer cannot 
contact you for 
confirmation that 

holdinG  
on To holiday 
funds
writer : GRAHAM REID

the expenditure is really yours. This can 
be both embarrassing and inconvenient. 

A simple email or fax to the card 
company a few days before your 
departure indicating those regions  
where you expect to be using the card 
can save a lot of frustrating phone calls 
to reinstate it.

If the worst happens and your card  
is lost or stolen, make sure you notify  
the card issuer immediately. Card issuers 
have become very quick to refuse  
liability for misuse, and even a delay  
of a few hours could leave you without 
compensation if someone goes on  
a spending spree with your card.  
Either memorise the card-stop number  
or keep it written somewhere totally 
separate. By a rather perverse logic,  
this number is always printed on  
the back of the card and is thus  
stolen as well. 

ClAIMS ClAMPDOWN 
One of my colleagues had her handbag 
slit open with a knife in Italy while 
standing in a crowded tram.  
The contents were stolen, including 
passports and credit cards. She was 
unaware of the theft until later, but her 
bank travel insurer refused to pay on  
the grounds that she had not put up  
a fight to protect her property, even 
though she was not aware of the theft  
at the time. It seems, in fact, that you 
now have to invent a fictitious fight to 

CARD ISSUERS 
HAVE bECOME 

VERY qUICk 
TO REFUSE 
LIAbILITY  

FOR MISUSE

MONEY
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Who understands an expat better than another expat? Banca
Monte Paschi Belgio, which has been in Brussels since 1947, is
part of one of Italy's largest banking groups. This institution
looks after the financial affairs of tens of thousands of forei-
gners here in Belgium, including many European civil servants.
Offering each of them tailor-made solutions, depending on their
individual needs. Discover a bank closer to you than any other.
For more information please visit our website www.montepaschi.be
or contact us by phone 02/220.72.11. 

AS EXPATS, WHICH BANK
CAN TAKE CARE OF OUR
FINANCIAL AFFAIRS?

www.montepaschi.be The Italian Bank at the heart of Europe

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII BANCA MONTE PASCHI BELGIO IIIIIIII

YESTERDAY WE WERE 
AT HOME, TODAY WE'RE 
IN BRUSSELS.

Together 06-2008  21/05/08  17:15  Page 1

The wriTer
Graham	Reid	is	director	of	Classic	
Financial	Solutions	NV,	321	
Brusselsesteenweg,	3090	Overijse.	

make a claim – but don’t get injured 
having a real scrap if you are insured  
with the same company, because  
they would probably claim that your knife 
wounds were self-inflicted...

CASH POINTS
A small reminder. With most Belgian cash 
dispensers, the notes are not issued until 
you have taken your card out. In many 
other European countries you take  
the notes out first. It can be an automatic 
reaction, if you are in hurry, to take  
the money and walk off, leaving the card 
in the dispenser.

If major outlays are foreseen, it can be 
worthwhile comparing exchange rates 
offered by banks for cash withdrawals 
with the rates applied by the credit card 
companies, as the latter are often more 
favourable.

EMAIl EXTRAS
If you normally have your emails 
automatically forwarded to your mobile 
phone, beware of the extra costs 
involved if you intend to be outside 
Belgium for an extended period. 

We have come across a number of 
cases in which substantial additional 
charges have been levied on forwarded 
emails from the time they cross the 

Belgian border to the holiday location. 
Unfortunately, the system can be 
arbitrary and makes no distinction 
between emails that are important  
and those that aren’t, including junk mail 
– and few things are more irritating than 
paying out to have spam redirected. 
However, there are ways round  
the problem that your provider should  
be able to suggest.

To finish, a personal non-financial 
favourite of mine. If you travel a lot  
in France during periods when the 
motorways are busy, it is worthwhile 
buying a ‘SANEF Libert-t’ card. This 
enables you to sail through the tolls 
without stopping and the cost is charged 
to your credit card. The fee is 2€ per 
month and there is a deposit of 30€ for 
the reader (confusingly called a ‘Badge’). 
You still pay the normal toll charges, but  
I have found it a godsend when going  
on holiday with small children not having 
to queue at the tolls. 

I wish you all a happy holiday.
G.R.

Inform your credit-
card company  
about your imminent 
expenditure increase 
before you go  
on holiday
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Hong kong is set to play 
its role in the fast-
approaching beijing 
Olympics - what could  
you make of a two-night 
stay in this amazing city ? 
We investigate…

S
ince 1997, Hong kong has 
been once more part of 
China, albeit with separate 
laws. ‘One country, two 
systems’, as the deal is 

named by the Chinese. It was set up to last 
for 50 years – there are still 39 years left. 
The aim is to give mainland China time  
to get (much) closer to Hong kong’s level 
of development, before one set of rules 
governs both territories. At the same time, 
the system is in place to protect Hong 
kong’s wealth and prevent a ‘brain drain’.

lANGUAGE lINKS
In Hong kong, as elsewhere in southern 
China, Cantonese is spoken in 
households, but Mandarin is also taught 

at school and often 
used in business. 
English is still 
regularly spoken  
at international-
business level, 
though less 
frequently than 
when Hong kong 
was ‘The Crown 
Jewel’ of the 
Commonwealth. 
Many observers 
were surprised  

honG konG 
hop-over
writer : DAvE DERUyTTER

by Great Britain’s very pragmatic 
approach to handing back the lease  
of the Hong kong New Territories that 
was coming to an end on the one side, 
and the colonial part in full property, 
Hong kong Island, on the other.  
Two years later, however, the Portuguese 
enclave of Macao followed suit.

OlyMPICS ON THE WAy
The Beijing Olympics are approaching, 
but they have not always been favourably 
reported in the local press lately. 
Equestrian sports will be holding  
their competitions in Hong kong, which 
comes as no surprise to insiders,  
as horseracing and gambling is a favorite 
pastime among Hong kong Chinese. 
Riders have complained that it will  
be very hot and humid in August,  
but most have agreed to take part in  
the competition. 

Hong kong is a three-hour flight from 
Beijing, and half way between them lies 
the city of Shanghai. From Europe, you 
should count on an 11-hour direct flight. 
A very modern airport and efficient 
transportation, to and in the city,  
await you. Hong kong is a bustling  
city-state that’s home to some  
7 million people living in and around  
a concentration of high-rise buildings.

FINE vIEWS, FINE SHOPS
Hong kong means ‘Fragrant Harbour’  
in Chinese - it must have been named 
some time ago, as fragrance is not  
a word that I would associate with its 
odour. Today, the harbour is a gigantic 
seaport, busy around the clock and  
one of the largest in the world.  

THE bEIjING 
OLYMPICS ARE 
APPROACHING, 

bUT THEY 
HAVE NOT 

ALWAYS bEEN 
FAVOURAbLY 

REPORTED IN 
THE LOCAL 

PRESS LATELY

The rush and whirl  
of Hong Kong 
shopping

SOMEWHERE IN ASIA
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Before the British began their 
unprecedented development of the city, 
Hong kong was a fishermen’s town,  
just like Stanley and Aberdeen at  
the back of Hong kong Island. While 
visiting, why not take in some of its  
many attractions, such as the Peak Tram, 
which brings you to Victoria Peak hill. 
Take a stroll around the top, and enjoy  
its splendid views of the city’s high-rise 
buildings. If you are eager to see more, 
you can climb just a notch higher and do 
it all over again on the Governor’s Trail. 

Near the start of the Peak Tram line,  
there is Hong kong Garden and, a little 
further on, you’ll find the Hong kong 
Botanical Garden – wander around the 
many varieties of near-tropical flora  
and fauna. Shopping is available all  
over Central on Hong kong Island - the 
Pedder Street area has been famous  
for many decades. Another very special 
experience is to be had climbing Hong 
kong’s 20 outdoor escalators and  
three moving pavements that are 800 
metres long and climb some 135 metres, 
bringing you from Central to the Mid-
Levels on Victoria Peak. Originally,  
the escalators were built to make 
commuting easier for the middle-class 
residents living on the mid levels who 
worked in Central ; now, there are many 
trendy restaurants and boutiques on  
the side streets. If you want to be seen  
in Central’s expat community, go to  
the Lan kwai Fong area in the evening - 
there, you’ll find bars and western 
restaurants, all with a lively, friendly 
atmosphere.

EAT AND DRINK
Spending half a day or more in kowloon 
on the mainland also comes highly 
recommended - the Tsim Sha Tsui area 
is very interesting. And do try Dim sum 

SOMEWHERE IN ASIA

The famous bay
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while in Hong kong - the most famous 
variety is steamed dumpling-like balls 
filled with meat or shrimp. They are 
deliciously soft and particularly tasty  
after dipping in soya sauce or the chef’s 
special dip. Eat your heart out – which is, 
not by coincidence, the meaning of ‘Dim 
sum’ in Chinese. 

There are many famous markets in  
Hong kong. The Temple Street and 
Flower Markets are just two of the most 
popular - expect busy narrow streets full 
of small shops and vendor stalls selling 
everything and anything. And a visit to 
Hong kong is not complete without  
a boat trip - be it a restaurant boat, taking 
afternoon tea on the water or a trip in  
a ‘jonk’, which is a typical local craft.  
If you’re lucky, you may even catch  
a boat trip to one of Hong kong’s many 
small islands, where you can have  
a barbecue party on the beach, but this 
may prove easier if you have an expat 
friend who lives in the city. 

Or why not visit the great Buddha  
on Lantau Island or the Chinese herbal 
medicine shops in Central or kowloon, 
where you may learn a trick or two about 
aphrodisiacs ? Great clothes shopping  
is also available, including tailor-made 
shirts and suits (if you have enough time 
to pass all the fitting sessions), video 
cameras, i-pods and so on.

With all these exiting experiences,  
your two-night stay will be more than 
complete. If you stay another night,  
you could take a boat trip to Macau  
to see the casinos and the Ruinas  
de Sao Paulo, the front of the former 
Catholic cathedral but, with or without 
Macau, you’ll be amazed by Hong kong.

D.D.

SOMEWHERE IN ASIA

The city by night
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let’s talk about sizes…
For the time being, we’re mostly dealing 
with sizes 38 and 40 because they are 
the ones that dominate the big 
collections. We’re still in a test phase, 
working out exactly what our customers 
need. We foresee size 42s becoming 
available very soon. 

Can most women still afford high-
class accessories ?
I’d say that my clients aren’t generally 
women of modest means, but they have 
a fairly active social life and need to 
change what they wear regularly. That 
said, people’s finances are getting tighter 
and our concept fits neatly into this 
situation. With the money spent on 
buying a new dress, one could afford a 
weekend away. Think about it !

Are attitudes changing ? 
Very much so. Our parents’ generation 
generally bought new clothes when  

the old ones wore out. They valued 
quality but they wore their clothes for  
a long time. Now, the younger generation 
want fashionable clothes and to change 
them often. 

Does each season have its own new 
collection ? 
Of course. I do hold a few real classics 
back, but the rest I sell off to customers 
when the season is over. At a reasonable 
price, of course ! 

What’s the nicest thing anyone has 
ever said to you about lXP ?
Many women have told me that parties 
were once a source of stress rather than 
pleasure. The idea of being obliged to 
buy a dress, sometimes a very expensive 
one, was a real problem for them. Now 
they can come to us for a complete outfit 
- or a bag and some jewellery to go with 
one of their own little black dresses.

M.E.

LXP shop  
in Antwerp

by Dior or Chanel and she would make 
me one. Of course, they didn’t have the 
label but, with the good-quality material 
that she used, it was easy to think they 
were real. It was a way of experiencing 
high fashion without spending too much.
 
The prices of such clothes are often 
astronomical… 
I found that out soon enough ! (Laughs). 
When I went out to work, I had to start 
buying my own clothes for this or that 
occasion, and I didn’t like knowing that 
sometimes I would only ever wear  
a dress once. Bit by bit, the idea for LXP 
took shape. A year ago, I hired a dress 
for a Venetian Carnival party and I 
realised what a good idea it would be  
if women could hire dresses they’d seen 
on the catwalks. 

your customers – do they generally 
hire for one day or for longer ?
It depends. When it’s for a wedding or  
a night out, then it will just be for a day. 
Accessories, usually bags and jewellery, 
are often hired for a week, sometimes 
longer. One does not necessarily use the 
same bag all season. For the same price, 
you can hire several bags and change 
every week. It’s fun to have a Chanel bag 
and then switch to a Tarantino or a Dior.
 
How many labels do you offer ? 
In terms of clothes, Balmain, Nina Ricci, 
Karl Lagerfeld, Requiem, Tim Van 
Steenbergen and Jose Enrique Ona 
Selfa. In general, our bags are ‘it bags’ ; 
they’re very well known and are the ones 
that everyone is after. As for jewellery,  
at the moment we’re doing a lot with 
Jayde Collection. 

MADE IN bELGIUM

The ‘Luxperience’ (LxP) 
concept, developed in 
Antwerp by Ann Eycmans, 
has already caught the 
attention of many women, 
who realise that they don’t 
have to break the bank  
to purchase a posh frock 
or the season’s ‘it’ bag, 
because they can now  
be rented, for an evening,  
a week or even a month... 

Together : How did you come up with 
the idea for luxperience?

Ann Eycmans : Thanks to my mother, 
I’ve worn fashionable clothes from  
a young age. She was very much into 
fashion and copied dresses by all  
the great couturiers. At the age of ten,  
I could say that I wanted this or that dress 

 ‘luxperienCe’ 
Comes To life
writer : MAGAlI EylENBOSCH

Ann Eycmans
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LXP BOUTIQUE
Hopland, 53
2000 ANVERS
T. +32 (0)3 289 2791
www.L-XP.com
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Swimsuit : 
LA PERLA
Shoes :  
PAULE KA

photos  
ANTOINE FONTAINE
styling  
GEOFFREY MASURE  
make-up
ALEX vALvERdE 
@ TOUCH  
by dOMINIQUE
models  
@ dOMINIQUE  
MOdELS AGENCY
her 
jENNIFER MASSAUX
gentlemen  
KEN vANGENECHTEN 
CYRIL MC EvOY
assistant photographer 
OLIvIER dONNET
art directors 
GEOFFREY MASURE
LENNERT vEdTS 
@ PROdUCTOR 
vINCENT  
vAN MEERBEECK 
@ PROdUCTOR

heaT  
of The 
momenT

With thanks to Spasiba  
for the use of their establishment.
For addresses, see page 98
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Her : 
Outfit : 
LA PERLA 
Shoes : 
PAULE KA
Him :  
Chain Mail : 
TIM  
vAN STEENBERGEN 
from Stijl
Trunks : 
GOSSUIN
from Underwear

Outfit :  
PAULE KA
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Bikini : 
TOMAS MAIER 
from Underwear
Shoes :  
SONIA RYKIEL
Watch :  
GUESS
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Him
Hat : 
HACKETT
Shorts : 
RYKIEL HOMME 

Her
Swimsuit: 
ERES
Corset : 
LA PERLA

Left to right :
Him
Trunks : 
LA PERLA
Sunglasses : 
FENdI 

Him
Combo: 
MAISON MARTIN 
MARGIELA
Sunglasses : 
MICHAEL KORS
Shoes 
SONIA RYKIEL

Him
Trunks : 
ROBINSON  
LES BAINS
from Underwear
Sunglasses : 
dIOR HOMME
Watch : 
CALvIN KLEIN
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In the heart of the 
Shuiguan mountains, 
about an hour’s drive  
from beijing, there is  
a retreat unlike any other 
– an architectural museum 
in a swathe of greenery. 
Part of a private stretch  
of the Great Wall of China, 
‘Commune by the Great 
Wall kempinski’ offers 
more than just a holiday, 
as our correspondent 
reports.

A
n impressive collection 
of contemporary 
architecture located in 
an area of eight square 
kilometres, it would be  

a mistake to label the ‘Commune By the 
Great Wall’ as simply a ‘hotel”. It offers 
not only a holiday experience, but  
also opens a traveller’s eyes to new 
perspectives. On the steep slopes of  
the wild hills, there are 46 villas with  
a view of rocky, mountainous heights,  
on which can be seen some of the last 
remnants of the Great Wall. 

CUlTURAl STATEMENT
The company behind the project, SOHO, 
is a building group set up by a couple, 
Zhang Xin and Pan Shiyi. The Commune 

By the Great Wall was for them  
an unprecedented undertaking,  
which began in 2002. It is a cultural 
statement via architecture and is  
a Chinese milestone with its social  
and artistic applications. Its funding  
– 24$ million – was as singular as its  
use of greenery – it was the first Chinese 
project to be presented at the Venice 
Architectural Biennale, where it won  
one of the three top awards, the special 
jury prize.

The spectacle is indeed impressive. 
Once past the tourist settlement  
of Shiguan, you enter a haven of peace 
dotted with spectacular houses – like  
a museum with sky for a ceiling. The 
buildings are the work of 12 of Asia’s 
most innovative designers, and the 
complex was built in two phases.  
Phase 1, in Walnut Valley, comprises  
11 houses of four to six rooms, plus  
Club House. Aimed at Beijing’s new 
entrepreneurial class, these are  
a combination of a luxury hotel, country 
house and a venue for meetings  
and exhibitions. The villas were the  
shop window for what was to follow  
in Phase 2, situated in Rock Valley,  
which consisted of ‘replica houses’  
that were intended for sale and were 
based on the five most popular original 
designs. Taken over by the kempinski 
Hotel Group two years ago, they now 
form lodgings in which villas or individual 
rooms are available for rent. 

arChiTeCTural 
 soul – lap  
 of luxury
writer : TAN NGUyEN

TRAVEL TOGETHER

House  
or architectural 
museum ?
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OPEN lIvING
Dispersed throughout this quiet valley, 
the villas are very spacious – between 
300-700 square metres – and each has 
its own style : Presidential Suites,  
See and Seen House, Suitcase House, 
Furniture House, Distorted Courtyard, 
Airport, Cantilever House, Bamboo Wall, 
Shared House, The Twins, Forest House, 
Split House...

All have wifi internet access, one or  
two bathrooms, while the most luxurious 
have their own sauna - Philippe Starck, 
Serge Mouille and Thierry Hoppe are 
among those responsible for the interior 
designs. The view over the Great Wall is 
absolutely spectacular - it’s quite 
something to have breakfast overlooking 
one of the wonders of the world.
 
The 11 projects have been constructed 
with careful use of natural materials  
and adapted to their location. Each is as 
astonishing as the next, but particularly 
admirable is kengo kuma’s Bamboo  
Wall and Gary Chang’s Suitcase.  
The first is a fusion of modernism, 
Chinese philosophy and a blend  
of architecture and landscape, using 
bamboo. Chang’s house, on the other 
hand, has a humorous aspect as well  
as daring architecture : the rooms,  
the kitchen, the bathroom and sauna  
are underground, playfully breaking  
with convention. 

lUXURy AND PRIvACy
The houses offer wonderful views over 
the Chinese countryside and the Great 
Wall, while the hotel can also offer visits 
to the monument itself. After a 20-minute 
climb, accompanied by a personal 
bodyguard, you can access a portion  
of the wall that is completely private and 
reserved for Commune guests. It’s worth 
being careful – some restoration work is 
still going on, so don’t stray too far – but 
the sensation of experiencing this titanic 
slice of history is breathtaking.

TRAVEL TOGETHER

Inside the ‘Commune 
by the Great Wall 
Kempinski’

SOMEWHERE IN ASIA
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KEMPINSKI ClASS
One of the feathers in the kempinski 
chain’s cap, this establishment’s nerve 
centre is the Club House : at once  
a lounge, swimming pool, gallery and 
cinema, it even boasts a library lined  
with peacock feathers, and contemporary 
art is everywhere. Here, a panoramic 
restaurant is also to be found and  
the children aren’t forgotten - there’s a 
club specially for them. 

ZEN SPIRIT
Opened in 2006, the Anantara Spa 
adjoins the Club House and offers  
a three-stage course of well-being.  
World-famous in its field, Anantara found 
they were spoilt for choice here, with 
open spaces for relaxation, traditional 
wooden baths, relaxing showers - in all, 
it’s 1,000 square metres, with six 
individual cabins and nine for two people 
sharing. Unique in China for its design 
and the view of the Great Wall, the spa 
offers a marvellous range of traditional 
and ancient treatments of top quality  
and absolute authenticity, delivered with 
great care. Ayurvedic, Balinese, Thai  
and Chinese, the techniques are based 
on the use of essential oils and natural 
products such as fruit, spices, honey, 
yoghurt and even basaltic pebbles.  
A voyage to the heart of the senses and 
total relaxation, the holistic and exclusive 
package also includes yoga and open-air 
meditation and, for the less spiritually 
inclined, there’s a beauty parlour...     T.N.

TRAVEL TOGETHER

The kingdom  
of design

SOMEWHERE IN ASIA
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TRAVEL TOGETHER

Strictly for research 
purposes in the interests 
of our readers, you 
understand, we tried out a 
long weekend in Morocco... 

F
lying from Brussels South 
Charleroi Airport (BSCA), 
thanks to low-cost airline 
Jet4you, it’s just three 
hours from Belgium to 

Casablanca’s Mohammed V - and at  
a knockdown price...

Situated an hour from the middle of 
Brussels, BSCA is a pleasing place ; it’s 
ultra-modern (the new terminal has only 
been open for nine months), easy to use 
and get around and, above all, it’s a hub 
for dynamic low-cost airlines offering very 
exciting destinations for very little lucre.

Jet4you is one such company - it’s THE 
specialist for low-cost flights to Morocco. 
When we arrived one Tuesday evening in 
early May, it was to board a fully booked 
plane. We obviously weren’t the only 
ones taking advantage of the 60€ fares !

FRONTIER FORMAlITIES
We Europeans are 
so used to crossing 
frontiers without any 
problems, it’s easy to 
forget that holding a 
valid passport is still 
essential to reach 
certain countries, 
even those quite 
near to home. 

road To  
marrakesh
writer : JéRÔME STéFANSKI 

That’s the case with Morocco, but,  
as we’d been in a bit of a hurry to put 
Together #8 to bed, the photographer, 
journalist and I had forgotten this. And 
so, when we casually produced our ID 
cards at check-in, the girl at the counter 
asked for the reservations at the hotel 
we’d booked. Panic stations - we’d 
forgotten those too!

Fortunately, the flexibility and the rapid 
reaction of the airport staff and  
the Moroccan National Tourist office 
were able to speedily alert the Moroccan 
authorities, who agreed to let us in when 
they received our reservations by fax. 
Phew !

CASABlANCA
After landing, several hours of transfers 
were needed to reach the centre of town. 
Marrying tradition with modernity, the 
town also goes by the name of Dar El 
Baida and is the economic capital of 
Morocco (the administrative capital is 
Rabat). Flanked on one side by the 
Atlantic Ocean, the city has the charm of 
a French Riviera pearl - a large boulevard, 
a corniche, Art Deco and Moorish 
architecture and an indefinable buzz.

After a quick spin round the city by  
night, we arrived at our hotel, because 
time was getting on and Morocco is  
two hours behind Brussels. The Golden 
Tulip Farah, part of the prestigious hotel 
chain of the same name, was completely 
renovated in 2007 and is a luxurious  
five-star establishment with 280 rooms 
on 16 floors. It’s located in the lively 
commercial district of town, walking 
distance from Place Mohammed V, 

FLANkED ON 
ONE SIDE bY  

THE ATLANTIC  
OCEAN, THE CITY 
HAS THE CHARM 

OF A FRENCH 
RIVIERA PEARL

Hassan II Mosque
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It was three in the afternoon when we 
arrived in Marrakesh under a blistering 
sun. Situated in the south-western 
foothills of the Atlas Mountains, 
Marrakesh is ‘the place to be’ and 
attracts not only scores of tourists  
but showbiz stars and rich business 
types visiting their private ‘riads’, which 
was originally a house built with an inner 
courtyard with the ceiling open to  
the sky; nowadays, they’re mostly palatial 
buildings in traditional oriental style.

HOT HOTEl
Ours, the Red House, was an ancient 
building in Hispano-Moorish garb.  
Its location was exceptional, right in  
the centre of the Hivernage residential 
quarter on the Avenue El Yarmouk 
Hivernage, near the Medina and the 
famous Hotel La Mamounia with  
casino. Built with the rich and famous  
in mind, the Red House comprises three 
‘royal’ plus ‘imperial’ suites, all huge  

and equipped to a super-deluxe 
standard - satellite TV, mini bar, dressing 
room, king-sized bed, jacuzzi or shower, 
even hydromassage. The decor is 
purposely tailored like a 1001 Nights 
palace - fine paintings, gorgeous drapes 
and hangings, furniture of choice.  
At the swimming pool, set in its own 
fabulous garden, the service, as in  
the restaurant, is splendid and  
the prices more than reasonable.  
And the Moroccan specialities are  
not to be missed - honey and almond 
crêpes for breakfast, tuna club 
sandwiches for lunch and lamb coucous 
for dinner. 

Halfway between Marrakesh’s ancient 
heart, the Medina, and the modern 
quarter of Gueliz, the Red House is 
probably best known for its restaurant, 
which expertly blends traditional Berber 
and European cuisine, and is deservedly 
cited in the Gault Millau guide. 

The Red House 
riad and restaurant

TRAVEL TOGETHER

modern shopping centres and the Arab 
League Park. The hotel is also just a  
ten-minute drive from the Hassan II 
Mosque, the night life of the corniche 
and the Habous souk.
 
Next morning, at 7h, we began exploring 
the town before taking the road  
to Marrakesh. The corniche, we found, 
extends along the coast from the 
promontory lighthouse El Hank to  
the sandy beaches of Ain Diab. It’s quite 
magical - a cavalcade of golden 
beaches, swimming pools, restaurants, 
discos. Just a few kilometres from the 
beaches, across the Sinbad Park, rises 
the Sid Adberahman marabout, built on  
a rocky finger of land jutting into the sea. 
It’s a mystical place, reserved for Muslim 
pilgrims, and is accessible only at low 
tide. Rising out of the water not far away 
is the unmissable Hassan II Mosque, with 
its 210-metre minaret, the highest in the 
world. Definitely worth a visit.

MARRAKESH
Mohammed, our driver, knew what he 
was about. He calculated that it would 
take a good three hours by road to reach 
the Red City of Marrakesh. There was  
no point in taking risks because here, 
speeding fines are steep - 400dinar just 
for starters. 

Morocco’s roads were built by Spaniards 
and Italians - the toll motorways are 
practical, safe and well-planned. En route, 
we saw hardy peasants tilling the soil with 
their bare hands, shepherds with flocks of 
sheep and tiny villages where time 
seemed to be stood still, as though waiting 
for us. It didn’t take long to turn inland from 
the fertile and vegetated seaboard of the 
Atlantic into vast stretches of arid desert 
worthy of a Hollywood western. In case 
the car doesn’t suit, it should be added 
that one can travel from Casablanca to 
Marrakesh by train, a journey of four hours 
that costs just 7.70€ in second class.
 

The famous  
Jemaa-el-Fna Place
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TRAVEL TOGETHER

DINING DElIGHT
Reserving a table - and it’s important to 
do so - is to prepare for an unforgettable 
experience. From the moment you step 
inside, the quality of the Moroccan 
interior design adds to the flavour of  
the Moroccan and internationally themed 
delicacies on offer. The round tables  
are superbly set, with fine glass, 
silverware and Limoges porcelain.  
And of course, there are traditional 
musicians for entertainment. If you’re not 
too full after all that, how about living it up 
in the celebrated Pasha Club ?

Marrakesh is such a rich experience,  
so vibrant, that it’s impossible to list all 
the places worth a visit, but a few 
essentials will suffice - the minaret of 

koutoubia at La Place Jemaa-el-Fna, 
now a UNESCOP World Heritage site, 
the souks, the Ben Youssef medersa,  
the El-Badi Palace, the Sadien tombs 
and the palmeraie.

After five days and four nights, we 
headed reluctantly back to the plane. 
Between sybaritic luxury and earthy 
tradition, a long weekend in Morocco 
had managed to fulfil all the hopes we’d 
set out with - relaxation, surprises, 
excitement and authenticity. Go see what 
you’re missing...

J.S.

www.charleroi-airport.com
www.jet4you.com
www.tourisme-marocain.com

Hassan II Mosque
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to come from Normandy ; making  
the cheese plate a course that  
is definitely not to be passed over.

HISTORIC HERITAGE 
Normandy attracts many visitors every 
year, particularly from the other side of  
the English Channel; indeed, many who 
come here may by surprised to see British 
regional flags flying in many coastal towns 
- there’s no time for historical differences, 
or so it would appear. 

But, sensing a gap in the market, hotel 
chains such as Pierre et Vacances,  
who own many properties throughout  
the region and beyond, like Omaha 
Beach (with a golf course in the vacinity) 
Branville, Port en Bressin, The Beach 
Hotel, and Trouville). The group is keen  
to attract more holidaymakers from  
the Benelux countries and Belgium,  
a relatively short drive away, is in their 
sights. There is certainly much to see 

Normandy :  
Natural haven

and do and, perhaps most importantly,  
it is an ideal location for families, with 
tailored accommodation available to suit 
parents with children of varying ages. 

From Norman settlers to Napoleonic 
fortifications to the Second World War, 
Normandy is rich in historical interest.  
On the literary front, it is the birthplace of 
writers such as Gustav Flaubert, Guy de 
Maupassant and Octave Mirbeau. Victor 
Hugo also took an interest in this corner 
of France, and his name adorns many 
street signs.

So, whether leisurely exploring the coast, 
marvelling at the impressive sense  
of tradition, lounging on the beach, 
enjoying the excellent golf facilities  
or simply indulging in gastronomic 
delights, Normandy offers a wealth  
of experiences. Find out for yourself... 

C.D.

www.pierre-vacances.fr
www.where2gold.com

TRAVEL TOGETHER

Normandy is a glorious 
place to be when the 
weather is fine; with its 
endless, sandy beaches, 
picturesque coastal towns 
and villages and truly 
excellent cuisine, it is  
the ideal location for those 
seeking a serene break 
from the everyday grind. 

L
ocated in north-west 
France, sandwiched 
between Brittany and 
Picardy, this flat region 
radiates a relaxed air -  

a place where nothing seems hurried. 
The landscape is impressively 
uncluttered by modern design, and  
the locals are easy going, men and 
women clearly used to doing things  
at their own particular pace. 

TRANCHE OF TRANQUIlITy
It is almost impossible not to be drawn  
in to this tranquil setting, where every 
walk is a stroll, every conversation a chat, 
and every meal a luxury. Yes, Normandy 
is a gourmand’s dream.

The region is justly 
proud of its rich 
tradition of food and 
drink. No visit is 
complete without at 
least one full-on 
dining experience, 
remembering, of 
course, to begin 

Conquered By 
The normans
writer : CIllIAN DONNElly

with a kir normand, the local aperitif, 
blending calvados and cider, the latter  
a great advert for what is perhaps 
Normandy’s most famous food - the apple.

From alcohol to salads to moules à  
la normande and creamy desserts, it is 
hard to escape the familiar green fruit,  
yet here it is always welcome ;  
a refreshing addition to any dish.

APPlE APEX 
Talk of apples brings us neatly onto  
two of Normandy’s most proudly 
treasured products, the aforementioned 
cider and calvados. Local cider is quite 
different in texture and taste from  
what often passes for the drink in its 
commercialised form. Here, the flavours 
range from the sweet to the smoky and, 
often having a lower alcohol content than 
its mass-marketed cousin, it’s the perfect 
light and refreshing drink for a hot 
summer’s afternoon. 

Calvados, on the other hand, has a fiery 
temperament. The famous apple brandy 
is usually to be taken after a hearty meal. 
However, if you’re feeling brave, you could 
try a trou normand, a ‘Normandy break’, 
and partake of a glass between each 
course, a tradition that’s still practiced in 
certain restaurants across the region.

Exploring the region’s costal areas, you 
will be unsurprised to find a rich variety  
of seafood on offer in restaurants and 
marketplaces alike. And with its heritage 
of farming, cattle and dairy produce are 
also much in evidence. Camembert, 
Pont l’Evêque, Livarot and Neufchâtel  
are just some of the renowned cheeses 

NO VISIT IS 
COMPLETE 
WITHOUT AT 
LEAST ONE 

FULL - ON DINING 
ExPERIENCE
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Two weeks later he announced to me 
that the workshop sounded like a good 
idea. It had taken some time, but she 
had listened to his arguments and finally 
they had agreed it would be a good idee 
to give it a go. 

Half a year later, he finished his coaching 
contract with flying colours. He would 
never be overtly assertive, but he could 
manage to give constructive feedback 
before things blew up in his face. The 
sex issue never came up again. But did  
I see a wink when he casually mentioned 

how nice their recent trip to Barcelona 
had been ?              J.O.

The wriTer
Joséphine	Overeem,	62,	is		
a	professional	‘life	coach’.		
She	works	both	with	companies		
to	instil	a	lasting	coaching	
culture	and	also	offers	
individualised	therapy.		
Her	motto	:	“There	is	always	
another	choice.”

On holiday from  
their relationship ?

Our ‘Life Coach’  
recounts how a ruined 
holiday led to a personal 
revelation for one of  
her clients.

I
t took some organising.  
A holiday for the two of them,  
a full 20 days, to kerala. A dream 
trip, a savvy mix of touristy 
excursions and ‘wellness’.  

Yoga, spa treatments and Ayurveda 
would provide health and wellbeing  
for mind, soul and body. 

REPRESSED FEElINGS
She went first, the coaching part of  
an overall training contract with her  
firm. When his company introduced 
structured assessment after a takeover 
he found himself in a tight spot.  
He seemed to lack the drive, motivation 
and support he needed to coach his 
team through the necessary process  
of management changeover during  
the absorption of the other company.  
A bit of an introvert, he was more of  
a dreamer than a charismatic, inspired 
manager. His team had learned to work 
autonomously, until change came 
knocking at the door. It was a case  

of finding out  
that under his 
pacific, Cancerian 
temperament there 
were a great many 
repressed feelings. 
It was time  
for action. So off 
they went.

seeinG  
The liGhT 
writer : JOSéPHINE OvEREEM 

The children went to stay with her sister, 
suitcases were loaded with books and – 
for her – a whole new holiday wardrobe. 
She had decided they would become 
lovers again on Bali, tired as she was of 
the monotony of obligatory weekend sex.

WITHDRAWN,  
NOT STIMUlATED
A week after they came back he arrived 
at his session with a sullen look on  
his handsomely tanned face. He had 
been impotent for the first time in his life. 
He thought his wife had a crush  
on the yoga teacher. Instead of being 
stimulated, he had withdrawn. They 
hardly spoke to each other since they’d 
arrived home. The client in front of me 
looked more like a little boy than an adult.

I realised it would take more than a series 
of coaching sessions to get him through 
this. I could very well see how his 
impotence as a leader and as a lover 
were linked. Having no contract for 
psychotherapy I decided to use the two 
sessions I still had with his wife. I offered 
her a three-day family counselling 
workshop as soon as she brought up  
the topic of the holiday. I had done 
systemic mini-counselling sessions  
with both of them and they knew  
the technique.

Her contract stipulated the use of tools 
such as active listening to give the other  
person - be it her colleagues or her 
husband - some space and time.  
“This is an excellent exercise to arrive at  
a consensus with your husband,” I told 
her. “If you pull this one off, you have 
fulfilled your contract. How about it ?” 

COACHING SESSION

THE CLIENT  
IN FRONT OF ME 
LOOkED MORE 
LIkE A LITTLE 

bOY THAN  
AN ADULT
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COACHING SESSION

The wriTer
Muriel	Troonen,	40,		
is	a	professional	life	and	job	
coach.	She	works	with	people		
to	develop	happiness	in	their	
private	lives	and	jobs.		
Her	favourite	expression	:		
“Be	kind	to	yourself.”

we want, but it’s also time to take care 
of your relationship. If you go with  
the kids, explain to them that you’ll 
also have your own moments without 
them. If you go with other friends,  
do the same : plan one or two trips 
and evenings where every couple  
will do their own thing. 

3.  During the holidays challenge the daily 
routine by changing the rules and  
the roles : he cooks - you drive, you lie 
on the beach - he goes shopping.  
If you don’t see each other much 
during the year, you can decide to do 
almost everything together. Open  
your mind and try out other ways  
to relate and to rediscover your lover. 

4.  Accept constraints as a sign that you 
can also simply stay in your room  
and have fun there. Bring some 
games with you in case it rains. 

5.  Take time for sex and forget the TV. 
Again, it’s time to take time for your 
relationship and to go back to what 
makes you love each other. 

M.T.

Did you know that holidays 
can be very demanding 
for a couple ? While many 
of us are looking forward 
to spending time together 
and sharing exceptional 
moments with a loved one, 
others come back from 
holiday and break up. And 
jealousy is not always the 
culprit. It’s true that the 
daily routine doesn’t seem 
to need a lot of effort, but 
watch out ! 

Be prepared that, on vacation, things are 
different; so take them in hand. Reinforce 
your relationship by following these 
simple tips.

PREPARING FOR  
yOUR HOlIDAyS
1. Take good care of yourself and 

prepare for the beach - sunblock,  
the light clothes, etc. This is essential 
for men and women. Do remember 
that we all love nice abs and pecs  
and that with some exercise you will 
get results soon. Feeling good and 
looking more attractive will also make 
you both feel better. Bingo ! 

2.  Prepare your holidays and include 
activities that you both enjoy.  
Holidays should be a well-deserved 
respite where we aspire to do what  

holidays :  
a GreaT  
ChallenGe
writer : MURIEl TROONEN

Work together  
on your holiday 
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DRESS TO IMPRESS

Carried by hand, or strap 
loose or over the shoulder, 
summer bags are to be 
found in a myriad of 
shapes and sizes and  
can have as much impact 
in town as on the beach. 
Now that the hols are  
here, it’s time to see what’s 
on offer...

BIGGER BAGS
Large bags can be strong and trendy,  
in either smooth or grained leather. They 
can highlight sober outfits or draw extra 
attention to colourful clothes. Whether 
subtle and understated or joyous and 
busy, the XXL has the edge in terms of 
space to accommodate the desires of 
even the most demanding shopper.  
The key word is, however, elegance,  
be it classic or colourful in appearance, 
polished leather or delicately lacy, puffy 
or sporty, with or without pockets, a big 
bag gets you seen but remains cool. We 
love them practical and attractive for use 
on any occasion. There’s almost too 
much choice…

BROWN’S IN
Shiny and well-
varnished chestnut 
tones are looking 
good this season.  
The brands, from 
Lancel with their 
famous Balancel to 
Cat & Co, Sequoia 
and Longchamp 

iT’s in  
 The BaG !
writer : lUDIvINE NOlF

have stylishly matched soft varnished 
leather for a particularly feminine effect 
that’s much desired by all fans of the 
look. A new shade called Nutella has 
been launched by Bric’s, something that 
sure to set the connoisseurs clawing at 
the doors. And, if brown leather isn’t your 
thing, you could always check out the 
flamboyant range of various reds that are 
sure to make you stand out this summer.

GET SPORTy
The most unmissable sporty bags that 
are making waves this summer mark  
the return of the celebrated kipling label, 
which includes items with a tortoiseshell 
look on lovely cotton. Naturally enough, 
Converse too are major players, with  
a new range sure to make their fans  
go weak at the knees. The brand is 
celebrating its 50th birthday in 2008 and 
wants to mark it in style - these will be  
on plenty of shoulders this summer.

SMART AND SMAll
The feminine touch – little bags, the size 
of evening purses, are ideal for the 
summer and come in a refreshing range 
of tones – soft orange, vitamin yellow, 
Spring-green, grey-mouse, flashy blue, 
little-girl pink, glamorous red – a little bit 
of colour on your arm for an evening out 
on the terrace or at a party. Even better 
in faded leather with large buckle, this 
treasure is big enough to contain only 
what is strictly necessary to get you 
through the evening. Colourful but not 
overstated, these little gems can also  
be customized, for example with a 
colour-contrasted logo or a gold buckle. 
Definitely worth seeking out !           l.N.

CONVERSE IS 
CELEbRATING  

ITS 50TH  
bIRTHDAY IN 200� 

AND WANTS  
TO MARk IT  

IN STYLE

1. Bric’s

2. Kipling

3. Converse

4. Cat & Co
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TEMPTATIONS

In town, in the countryside, 
even on the beach, flowers 
are everywhere. We find 
out more… 

FOR HER

1. FAlCON
Technology has excelled itself with  
these Falcon oven, decorated with pretty  
floral motifs. 
5,372€
T. +32 (0)9 228 14 84
www.falconbelgium.com 

2. ROSy ROSA
Cuberdons, macaroons, pralines and 
more infused with the scent of roses, 
presented in an attractive box.
18.50€ 
Galerie de la Reine, 32
1000 Brussels
www.rosyrosa.com

3. DRIES vAN NOTEN
Flowers and colours are bursting out 
over Belgium’s catwalks - never mind  
any grey days. 
Prices on demand  
at www.driesvannoten.be

4. ESCADA
Seventies-style, chic and elegant. 
For prices, visit www.escada.com

5. SONIA RyKIEl
Floral hair ornaments that double 
beautifully as brooches. 
140€,  www.soniarykiel.com

6. H&M
And immensely feminine long floral gown.
49.90€,  www.hm.com

floWer poWer 
writer : MAGAlI EylENBOSCH

7. lES PRéCIEUSES
New jewellery by Pili Collado for  
Les Précieuses, to be worn at any time  
of the day or night.
180€
Rue Antoine Dansaert, 83 
1000 Brussels
T. +32 (0)2 503 28 98

8. JvC
Take home your best holiday memories 
with the JVC Everio, the smallest digital 
camera on the market.
449€  
without docking station. 
www.jvc.be

9. SWATCH
Swatch’s new Airfun model with a dial  
in the form of a flower with red petals  
and a plastic strap, 
43€ 
T. +32 (0)2 558 37 00
www.swatch.com

10. ROXy 
Stylish yellow slippers that fit easily into  
a suitcase. 
30€ 
www.roxy.com

11. HOME AUTOUR  
DU MONDE
A handy, go-anywhere utility and 
accessories bag to make shopping  
trips easy. 
31€ 
www.bensimon.com

12. WOMEN SECRET
A tiny bikini, to ensure a perfect tan. 
24.95€ top 
19.95€ bottom 
www.womensecret.com
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TEMPTATIONS

Wave your blues bye-bye, 
with our homage to H20...

FOR HIM

1. O’NEIll
Cool attitude with O’Neill teeshirts  
and shorts.
34.99€ and 59.99€ 
www.oneilleurope.com

2. IWC SCHAFFHAUSEN
Presented at the last exhibition of  
the Haute Horlogerie in Geneva,  
the Aquatimer Chronograph ‘Cousteau 
Divers’, is an homage to the most famous 
undersea explorer of the 20th century.
5,250€, www.iwc.com

3. ARENA
Arena puts the water back in water music 
with the first waterproof MP3 player,  
a must for all swimmers.
149€, www.arena.fr
T. +32 (0)3 789 36 90

4. HOME AUTOUR  
DU MONDE
After the beach, fishing, whatever,  
you’ll need an apron for the inevitable 
barbecue. And this is a big one...
19€, www.bensimon.com
T. +32 (0)2.503.55.92

5. HACHETTE
Chambres d’hôtes secrètes au bord de 
l’eau, 130 great places for a romantic 
weekend or living it up with friends. Cafés 
or hideaway hotels, country cottages or 
lodges, houseboats or B&Bs by the water, 
all price levels, all over France. 

Jump in  
The WaTer!
writer : MAGAlI EylENBOSCH

16€ 
guideschambresdhotes@hachette-livre.fr.
 
6. NAPAPIJRI
A kitbag you can knock about with all 
summer.
149€, www.napapijri.com.

7. lOUIS vUITTON
The chic seaside culture of Biarritz 
c.1920 inspired Marc Jacobs’ Lucky 
silver bracelet.
950€, www.louisvuitton.com
T.+32 (0)2.289.28.28

8. REPlAy
This cap’s sure to turn heads when  
the sun’s out.
28€, www.replay.it

9. HACKETT lONDON
Stripes or flowers as you prefer but 
colours for everyone with the new range 
of bathing trunks from Hackett London.
75€-90€, www.hackett.com

10. TIMBERlAND
Vintage looks and complete comfort  
with new wear from Timberland pitched 
between fashion and function.
65€, www.timberland.com
 
11. RAy-BAN
Often imitated, never surpassed ; the 
famous Ray-Ban Baloramas from 1967.
119€, www.ray-ban.com

12. O’NEIll
Retro and eye-catching graphic design 
for these Wallpaper Boardshorts from 
O’Neill.
59.99€, www.oneilleurope.com
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The rays also are affected by altitude, 
equatorial regions or in places where  
the ozone layer is becoming thinner 
(Australia, for example). UV can also be 
reflected off sand and sea.

SPRAy, CREAM,  
GEl OR WIPES ?
We all know that the sun can cause 
irreversible damage to skin, so we need 
good protection. Once upon a time,  

SUNSHINE

our friend,  
 The sun
writer : PIERRE-BENOîT SEPUlCHRE

Every year it’s the same 
– what sun protection to 
choose from among so 
many products ? Spray, 
oil, cream or wipes ? SPF, 
SPF or IP ? The choice is 
endless and the jargon 
often confusing.

W
e’re all different,  
and all types of skin 
need a particular 
degree of 
protection. It all 

depends on a person’s ‘phototype’, 
which determines how our skin reacts  
to the sun. Do you turn red ? Brown ?  
Do you burn easily? Science has 
identified six phototypes, of which  
the first three require the most attention.

WHAT SKIN INDEX ?
Every sun-protection product must 
mention the degree of protection offered 
against ultraviolet (UV) rays. This index  
is called SPF (Sunburn Protection Factor) 
and generally ranges from 2-100.

-  SPF below or equal to 8 : Low in filter 
protection, not widely recommended 
except for dark skins used to the sun.

-  SPF from 8 to 15 : Low protection, ideal 
for dark or black skins and not to be 
used by those with clear or light skins.

-  SPF from 15 to 20 : Medium protection 
for dark and clear skins, ideal for 
moderate exposure to the sun.

-  SPF above 20 : An index offering high 
protection, ideal for clear skin or dark 
skin at the beginning of sunbathing.

-  SPF of 50 and higher : Very high 
protection, recommended for white  
or pale skin, or in case of exposure  
to extreme sunlight such as in tropical 
zones or in mountainous regions.

Concerning your skin type, it’s obviously 
up to you as to what extent you will 
expose it to sunlight but do not forget 
that the time of day, the season, where 
you are and the position of the sun in  
the sky are also important factors to be 
taken into account. A good rule of thumb 
is to stay in the shade between 11-17h, 
as the sun is generally at its hottest 
around 14h and its UV rays are at their 
most damaging.

 PhOTOyPe hair shading sunburn Tanning

 1	 Red	 White	(creamy)	 Very	often	 Never

	 2	 Blond	 Clear	 Often	 Lightly	tanned

	 3	 Medium	 Clear	 Regularly	 Tanned

	 4	 Brown	 dark	 Rarely	 Brown

	 5	 Dark	brown	 Very	dark	 Exceptionally	 Very	brown

	 6	 Black	 Black	 Exceptionally	 Black
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SUNSHINE

this meant sticky sun-cream which meant 
damp skin, which sand stuck to easily. But 
that’s all changed - the fashion now is for 
sun-protection sprays. Easy and fast to 
apply, sprays are non-sticky, dry easily and 
are invisible. Better yet, they’re resistant to 
salt, sand, sweat and sea-water.

Creams and gels, however, are preferable 
when it comes to protecting the face. 
These products are generally best for 
mixed skin types in order to avoid the 
appearance of acne after exposure to  
the sun. As for wipes, these are for those 
who can’t be bothered with tubes of 
cream, but should used only as a last 
resort, given their low protective value.

Water and sweat can reduce the efficacy 
of any protection, which will mean  
a reapplication every two hours or so. 
Furthermore, all products have a sell-by 
date – sun-cream, for example, is only 
effective for around six months.

PREPARE AND REPAIR
Your first exposure to the sun each 
Summer is a tricky business. Because 
the skin has its own defence systems,  
it must be given time to mobilize them 
properly. During this period of adaptation, 
the skin is under attack, which can dry it 
out and affect its elasticity. Tanning 
becomes irregular and less striking. 

To this end, many laboratories are 
researching alimentary supplements that 
are rich in antioxidants and probiotics 
which reinforce cellular defences and 
boost reinforcement against UV rays. 

As gels that are applied once a day, these 
supplements are a useful aid to the skin, 
making it less sensitive, more supple and 
your tan altogether more attractive. The 
range of products available is growing all 
the time, but Solaire Integral d’Innéov, from 
L’Oréal and Nestlé, two of the main players 
in research into the effects of nutrients on 
the biology of the skin, is a standout.

After exposure to the sun, a warm or 
cold shower is recommended to wash 

away residual sand, salt and suncare 
products. Generous moisturising will help 
your skin recover and you’ll feel better  
for it next day – and your tan will look 
better too.

FOR HER
For those who tan easily, it’s best to 
choose a tanning oil with a low index, for 
example l’Huile Fraîcheur from BIOTHERM. 
For those who want to tan and fight off 
cellulite, LANCASTER have a protective 
body milk that is also a slimming aid, called 
Sunslim. L’OREAL, meanwhile, promise  
to ward off signs of ageing with Solar 
Expertise and ROC will let you improve 
eyes and lips protection with their Sun 
Stick. In their Minesol range, ROC also 
have a bracelet with 50ml of 50 SPF sun-
cream. For those after a low-fat spray, 
LANCASTER have the answer - the Spray 
Lacté Solaire Non-Gras.

FOR HIM
The Outdoor Skin Defense Spray from 
LAB SERIES stimulates natural protection 
thanks to vitamins and antioxidant agents 
with an SPF of 30. BIOTHERM Spray 
Sport is for skin that has already had high 
exposure to sunlight (or generally dark 
skin) and has an SPF of 15. VICHY also 
offers a spray in its Capital Soleil range 
(SPF 30), that’s enriched with Meroxyl XL.

FOR THE FAMIly
Children’s skin is particularly fragile  
and sensitive. It’s best to choose high 
indexes here and, as kids are often eager 
to get out in the sun as quickly and often 
as possible, a spray is probably the best 
solution, for example LA ROCHE-
POSAY’s 50+ Anthelios.

ROC Minesol sprays are very practical, 
because they can be used for hard-to-
reach areas such as the back.

And sensitive skins are well looked after 
with BIOTHERM Sensitive, which offers  
a very high level of protection specially 
formulated for sensitive skin. CLINIQUE’s 
Sun-Care range is another good choice 
for high-index skins.          P.B.S.

1. Solaire Integral 
d’Innéov 
© L’Oréal and Nestlé

2. l’Huile Fraîcheur 
© BioTherm

3. Sunslim 
© Lancaster

4. Solar Expertise 
© L’Oreal

5. ROC Sun Stick 
© ROC

6. ROC Bracelet 
© ROC

7. Spray Lacté 
Solaire Non-Gras 
© Lancaster

8. Outdoor Skin 
Defense Spray 
© Lab Series

9. Spray Sport 
© Biotherm

10. Capital Soleil 
Spray 
© Vichy Homme

11. La Roche Posay’s 
50+ Anthelios Spray 
© La Roche Posay

12. ROC Minesol 
Spray 
© ROC

13-17. Biotherm 
Sensitive 
© Biotherm

18-19. Clinique  
Sun-Care 
© Clinique

20. After Sun
© Lancaster
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hairs with the first sweep, then the 
‘soft life’ system gently raises the skin 
towards the tiny pincers and the 
flexible clip allows it to adapt  
to your body’s shape and remove 
even the smallest of hairs. Compact 
and ergonomic, it’s easy to carry and 
can be taken everywhere.

THE BEACH
A NO-PAUNCH ZONE !
It’s no secret that regular exercise and a 
good diet help towards a flat and strong 
stomach. Abdominal exercisers can be 
found in all gyms, and are still the best 
option for exercising this area of the 
body, but only with repeated application 
can one expect to see real results. 

Sadly, though, we’re not all equal in the 
eyes of nature and some of us do have 
more fatty tissue than others. If that’s the 
case you needn’t be quite so assiduous 
on the bench, because getting your  
abs perfectly flat will take a long time. 
However, there are solutions.

Apart from food rich in protein and 
antioxidants that can help to reduce fatty 
tissue, there are remodelling gels that 

can be used as complements to such  
a regime. With high concentrations of 
caffeine and fat-burning elements,  
these aid reinforcement and toning of  
the abdomen. Of course, this isn’t as 
much use as it would be if combined 
with daily physical exercise and a healthy 
diet. An extra tip – applying exfoliant to 
the area under treatment is also useful.

5.  Remodelling gel is applied after 
physical exercise, normally just after 
your shower. Its action isn’t really 
effective without a vigorous massage 
of the gel into the skin, allowing 
complete absorption. Fat Fight by 
L’OREAL MEN EXPERT is an excellent 
introduction to this type of product ;  
it’s a cool orange-scented gel that 
penetrates quickly. 

6-7 Higher up the scale is LAB SERIES’s 
Ab Rescue Body Sculpting Gel, with 
plenty of caffeine and soya and 
creatine to firm up muscle. BIOTHERM 
has added exfoliant to its Abdosculpt, 
thus avoiding the necessity of using 
two products, and contains silicium 
and ginseng, both noted for their 
toning properties.       P.B.S.

1. Le Braun CruZer4 
Body & Face
© Braun

2. The Designer 
Stubble Kit 
© Remington

3. The Dual Head 
Epilator 
© Remington

4. The Silk-épil Xelle 
© Braun

5. Fat Fight 
© L’Oreal Men Expert

6. Ab Rescue Body 
Sculpting Gel 
© Lab Series

7. Abdosculpt 
© Biotherm  
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1.  It’s not just a matter of hygiene, but 
also the accentuation of musculature. 
Le Braun CruZer4 Body & Face has 
been styled especially for the careful 
control of body hair – there’s no need 
to use several different gizmos – you 
can do it all in one go. It can be used 
under the shower, is wireless and can 
be washed under the tap.

2.  The Designer Stubble kit from 
Remington does exactly what it says on 
the tin and allows you to cultivate your 
own facial look. It’s designed chiefly for 
the face and should be used regularly. 
The Stubble kit can produce perfectly 
smooth throats and cheeks, but the 
length of hair can be adjusted between 
1-5 millimetres. 

FOR HER...
For women this year, the motto is definitely 
‘less is more’. It doesn’t matter what you 
have on - bikini, demikini or shorts, and 
no matter how colourful, the whole effect 
can be ruined by a stray hair out of place. 

3.  To this end, Remington have unveiled 
the Dual Head Epilator. This little 2-in-1 
gadget shaves and depilates, and its 
rose-violet colours are bright enough 
to make it a head-turning accessory 
for the summer; wireless and compact, 
it slips easily into any beach-bag.

4.  With Braun’s Silk-épil Xelle you get  
a massage too, and a small lamp 
attached enables you to proceed  
with extra care. Its 40 micro-pincers 
and rolling heads stimulate the skin 
with tiny pulsations before and after 
depilating - it takes off 95 percent of 

BoosTinG your 
BeaCh-Body
writer : PIERRE-BENOîT SEPUlCHRE

As the season for kicking 
back and enjoying new 
adventures, Summer 
demands that our bodies 
are at their best for the 
beach. A decent cozzie may 
not suffice – the rest of you 
may need an overhaul too...

TO WEAR HAIR ?

FOR HIM...
It can be tempting to relax in Summer  
and let things go a little more than one 
normally might. Take moustaches, for 
instance. It’s obvious that they’re quite  
the ‘in thing’ at the moment, with more 
than a few stars wearing hairy upper lips. 
This would be perfectly acceptable by  
the sea, but we’re talking moustaches, 
not bushy beards. And we’re talking  
well-trimmed, well-groomed moustaches, 
with scarcely a hair out of place !

And this is all possible – without losing 
the slightly rebellious look – with  
the correct use of the right tools, be it  
an electric razor for those in a hurry or an 
old-fashioned blade, shaving cream and 
brush for the more traditionally minded.

While facial hair is acceptable, it’s not quite 
the case with the upper body and especially 
the arms. Once a symbol of virility, even 
maturity, it’s now become associated with 
poor hygiene and a neglected physique. 
More and more men are depilating their 
back, torso, arms, legs, and even more 
intimate portions of the body.

SUNSHINE
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sensitive skin, which have been proved 
effective under strict dermatological 
controls;

-  fresh, non-sticky textures, that are  
ultra-penetrative and able to be used 
easily every day, and;

-  Vichy’s medicinal and fortifying thermal 
spring water, with its unique magmatic 
and mineral qualities.

What cosmetic products would you 
recommend that a man use every day ?
The moisturiser that suits him best,  
good hygiene and an excellent shave !

Do Belgian men constitute a large 
part of your market ?
There’s more and more of a take-up  
in interest in skincare, yes.

What advice would you give to men 
whose skin is starting to look its age ?
Sleep well - for others, give up smoking. 
Under daily stresses such as fatigue and 
pollution, cellular energy is reduced more 
quickly, so the skin becomes weak, 
dehydrates and darkens. This is especially 
noticeable around the face. Above all, keep 
the skin moist by using products such as 
Hydra Mag C or the eye-stick Hydra Mag C.

What are the secrets of healthy skin ?
Take care of it and beware of free 
radicals and ultraviolet rays. 

And what advice would you give to 
men wh are looking to get a good tan 
this summer ?
Apply sun protection all day long, stay 
out of the rays in the hottest part of the 
day - between 11-16h and moisturise well 
before going to bed. 

J.S.

 TalkinG  
skin sense

writer : JéRÔME STéFANSKI

Together talks to 
Laboratoires Vichy Group 
Manager julia Mathieu, 
about the new Vichy 
Homme range.

Together : What’s Vichy’s big  
new thing this season ?
Julia Mathieu : Our new moisturiser, 
Hydra Mag C, which is a 24-hour 
moisturiser that’s fortified with magnesium 
and phosphorised Vitamin C that 
energizes the skin. 

What’s your target market  
for this new product ?
Absolutely everyone - because moisturising 
the skin should be at the top of everyone’s 
care-concern list. A good moisturiser holds 
off the first signs of skin ageing. 

How would you currently position the 
Vichy range in the cosmetics market ?
We’re the leaders in the men’s market  
for cosmetics and medication, with more 
than 50 percent of market share.

What can men expect from  
Vichy products ?
In 2008, we at Vichy Homme have  
been broadening our research into our 
knowledge of men’s skincare and how we 
can better adapt to our customers’ specific 
needs. This takes the following profile :
-  A deep understanding of testosterone 

and the effect it has on men’s health ;
-  using more effective pharmaceutical 

ingredients such as calcium, retinol, 
vitamin C and magnesium, reformulated 
and enriched by our laboratories ;

-  hypoallergenic care products, tested on 

INTERVIEWSUNSHINE

BeTWeen a  
WonderJoCk 
and a hard 
plaCe...
writer : PIERRE-BENOîT SEPUlCHRE

It’s a real issue - what 
to wear on the beach, 
swimming trunks or 
shorts? The question 
that every man must ask 
himself before his next 
holiday…

O
ne thing at least is 
certain. Beach shorts 
have come a long way  
in recent years, with the 
increasing popularity of 

sea sports, from surfing to kiteboarding. 

But shorts that come down to the knees 
are hardly ideal for swimming. What’s 
more, they take longer to dry… 

TRUNK CAll
As any swimming pro will tell you, there’s 
nothing like a good pair of trunks, so why 
not wear shorts en route to the beach 
and then remove them to reveal your 
trunks the moment your feet hit the sand ! 

Australian manufacturer Aussie Bum 
seems to have hit upon a good 
compromise, one that takes into account 
the inferiority complex that some men 
have when it comes to wearing very little. 
So, they invented Wonderjock, a range  
of trunks and briefs based on, ahem, 
‘Ball Extension Technology’. 

SHOCK JOCK
Like a Wonderbra, the Wonderjock 
makes full use of what you have down 
below, giving the illusion that there’s – 
how shall one put it ?- more than  
meets the eye. An ideal solution for any 
gentleman who is perhaps a little unsure 
of himself on the beach. Besides, what’s 
the use of wearing long shorts in the 
water ? They’ll affect your tan, won’t 
they ? So, give your tackle pride of place 
on the beach this summer and keep  
the shorts for the garden !

P.B.S.

Chaps – enhance 
what you have with  
a WonderJock 

© WonderJock
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but there are now more targeted and 
specialized additions such as energizing 
eye care, powder bronzer, brow groomer, 
shine stopper gel and fluid bronzer – the 
latter certain to inspire a little jealousy in 
the ladies, while a delightful and toning 
Eau du Matin is also another newcomer.

7. KENZO
Evoking the frivolity of the 1970s, this scent 
is a homage to the master, kenzo Takada, 
who opened his first boutique in Paris in 
1970. The case is pure ‘flower power’, 
while the bottle has a vivid violet hue. 
Mandarin, cedarwood, tonka beans,  
vanilla and heliotropes hold it all together  
in a subtle alchemy that will bring back 
memories of floral shirts and funky haircuts.
55.94€ (100ml - Limited Edition)

8. vICHy HOMME
Taking a far more scientific and studious 
approach, Vichy Homme have come up 
with a line of male products with their 
origins in applied research, concerning 

how hormones – particularly testosterone 
– affect the body. Vichy has chosen 
known dermatological ingredients and 
refined them to eliminate fats, stickiness 
and improve texture – anti-ageing 
treatments, moisturizing creams and 
shaving lotions are all available, all  
are a pleasure to use on a daily basis, 
and all are effective over long periods.

9. ARMANI
Armani are playing the luxury, top-of-the-
range card with Skin Minerals for Men. 
Already renowned for its numerous 
scents, the prestigious marque is looking 
to consolidate its market position by 
offering products that are very much out 
of the ordinary, not least those which 
come from volcanic rocks. They’re 
divided into three categories - ‘Primers’, 
ie cleansing and shaving creams, 
‘Boosters’, with a fortifying serum and a 
moisturizing bronze and, finally, ‘Masters’, 
which comprises regenerating cream 
and eye gel.          P.B.S.

SUNSHINE

The refreshing vetiver and ambergris 
tones make it truly a fruit of the sea.
53€ (125 ml - Limited Edition)

4. AQvA MARINE-BvlGARI
Light and elegant, this scent has an 
aquatic freshness reminiscent of the turn 
of the tides on distant beaches. Orange-
flower oil, grapefruit, rosemary and white 
cedar give it a natural and tactile character.
You only need the sound of the sea,  
and you could be on a desert island !
53€ (50ml)

SEXES SHARE  
SIMIlAR TASTES...

5. ClASSIQUE 
lE MAlE DIvINATIONS 
AFRICAINES 
JEAN-PAUl GAUlTIER
Immensely Summery, Classique and Le 
Mâle are directly influenced by the heat 
and rhythms of Africa. The first blends 
citrus fruits with a bouquet of jasmine, 
ylang-ylang, muguet and iris, while Le Mâle 
unfurls its colours with an enriching mix of 
mint, ginseng and ginger, offering an 
energetic cocktail of perfumes.
Classique Eau d’Eté : 58€ (100ml)
Le Mâle Cologne Tonique : 53€ (125 ml) 

Summer’s return has also brought 
new product lines for men, each 
offering something a little different...

6.JEAN-PAUl GAUlTIER
Jean-Paul Gaultier is back with a bang 
with its new range, Monsieur. All the old 
favourites are included, such as after-
shave gel, moisture balm and face wash, 

summer  
sCenTs 
writer : PIERRE-BENOîT SEPUlCHRE

Light and vivid female 
fragrances characterise 
the end of the Spring, 
while the chaps men also 
have plenty to choose 
from with new seductive 
scents...

lADIES FIRST...

1. PRINCESS-vERA WANG
The bottle is heart-shaped, mounted on a 
golden crown. Within is a fruity, full-bodied 
perfume that has aromas of apples, 
apricots and mandarins, and just a tiny hint 
of nenuphars. Guava, dark chocolate and 
vanilla finish off this voluptuous bouquet.
66€ (50ml)

2. AMOUR INDIAN HOlI-
KENZO
Everty year at full moon after the Spring 
equinox, India celebrates Holi, a homage 
to the love of krishna for Radha. This 
joyous fragrance is brightly coloured and 
mixes essence of rose, bay leaf and 
frangipane. Musk, vanilla and rare spices 
are also discernible in the laid-back scent.
66.15€ (50ml - Limited Edition)

3. l’EAU D’ISSEy ‘REvE 
D’EAU’ - ISSEy MIyAKE
Each year since 1995 Issey Miyake  
has reinvented his ‘Summer water’.  
This latest is a luxurious invitation to  
the sea and a fantasy world - yuzu zest 
and citric mandarin flavours sparkle  
in this vivacious perfume, that also has 
elements of cardamom and sage.  
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THE PLACES TO bE

INTERvIEW

Together : What is your secret  
to seduction ?

Dita Von Teese : I try to tell women who 
seek to seduce that they must first listen to 
themselves. One should not seek to be 
someone else, but rather to accentuate 
the unique character that we all have.

How long does it take you to prepare 
for each show ? 

That depends on the show. Some need 
only four or five months of work whereas 
others require two years. It can be a very 
long process. The show that I’m doing  
for Cointreaupolitan, for example, I began 
working on last summer.

According to you, what is your most 
impotrant physical asset ? 

It’s complicated! I don’t really know, and  
I don’t like to fish for compliments. On the 
other hand, the compliment that I hear 
most from men is in praise of my skin. But 
I’m too shy to think about my own ‘assets’.

You are shy… that’s somewhat 
paradoxical, concerning the nature  
of your work ! 

That’s often the case with many artists, 
and anyway I prefer compliments that 
come from others rather than praising 
myself.

On 14th May, Marilyn 
Manson’s ex was  
in brussels to launch  
the 200� edition  
of Cointreaupolitan – a 
splendid opportunity  
for Together to meet this 
dreamy creature…

S
ince her turbulent 
relationship with Marilyn 
Manson, Dita Von Teese  
has seen her ratings rocket. 
Rejuvenating the burlesque 

art of strip-tease has been her mission, 
travelling the world to give shows at 
prestigious launch events in her ultra-
tight corsets and seductive lingerie.  
For the opening of chic, well-connected 
bar Cointreaupolitan’s second season  
on 14th May, the professional tease did 
not disappoint. 

This here-today, gone in seven weeks 
venue has very quickly established itself 
as ‘The Place to Be’. Last year, more  
than 7,500 people enjoyed a drink in  
this lounge bar, where the very best 
Cointreau cocktails await discovery.  
Dita Von Teese, meanwhile, has been 
appointed as an ambassador for  
the classic tipple for the next two years. 
While actually shy in interviews,  
Von Teese explains that she has invented 
a character, who resembles Betty Boop,  
to handle the questions…

 diTa :  
 a CoinTreau- 
 poliTan Tease
writer : SOPHIE lAGESSE 

Dita Von Teese

© Ali Mahdavi
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No miracles, just results!
It’s nearly summer and already we’re swamped with 
promises of miracle diets to achieve the perfect beach 
body.

At Aspria, 
we cannot perform miracles, 
but we can deliver results.

Our experts provide guidance and coaching to help 
you achieve your goals. Whether it’s losing weight, in-
creasing your fitness or simply feeling better, we can 
motivate you.

Pay only 25  for the first month 
Join Aspria Club today and start improving your health 
and physical condition immediately.  As an extra motiva-
tion, we will offer you the first month’s membership for 
only 25 *.

To benefit from this exceptional offer, simply call one of 
our advisors on 02/508 08 12 to make an appointment 
or visit us www.aspriaclub.be

Total satisfaction or your money back! 
Try us out for 2 weeks. If you are not happy with Aspria 
Club, then we will reimburse your membership fees.

* Offer valid till 30/06/2008 and subject to conditions. Non-refundable and non-
exchangeable. The member has the right to terminate his/her membership within 
the first two weeks following the signing of the contract.  The total membership fee 
will be fully reimbursed. Proof of this written termination must be retained by the 
member and will override any other correspondence concerning membership. 

Hot body for the beach!
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QUINTESSENTIAlly
On 25th April, Quintessentially celebrated 
its arrival in Brussels with a gala evening 
at Tours&Taxi. This lodge of luxury,  

What is it that attracts you most  
in a man ? 

His sense of humour, without doubt. Of 
course, honesty is also a necessary 
quality. But for me the most important, 
without doubt, is to have areas of interest 
in common. All the men in my life who 
have meant something to me have had 
these characteristics.

What is your first ‘beauty treatment’ 
every morning ? 

I brush my teeth – I don’t even brush  
my hair until I’ve done that first ! 

You have said : “I love talking about 
sex, my shows are all about that...” 

I adore talking about sex. But doesn’t 
everyone ? (Laughs) It’s fun to talk about 
orgasms, fantasies and everything…

What is your secret to seducing and 
keeping a man ? 

That depends on the man! If he is shy, 
I’m softer, but I can also get agressive  
if I need to. It’s all about the personality  
of the man in question.

Is it true that you never wear jeans ? 

Absolutely, they’re not my style at all,  
in much the same way that some women 
swear by their jeans, and wouldn’t be 
seen dead in anything that I like to wear!
 
What do you enjoy about strip-tease ?
 
It is not so much taking my clothes off 
that attracts me, but rather the history  
of those who made the shows so famous 
in the past, like Joséphine Baker. I want 
to pay homage to the women who 
launched the movement.            S.l. 

Quintessentially

© PEOPLE ATTITUDE

now located in more than 50 cities 
worldwide, opened its Brussels’ doors  
to an Olivier Strelli show and an Oliver 
Saxony concert.
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LARGO WINCH DESIGN LICENSING

largo 2.indd   1 19/05/08   17:26:34

offer in this idyllic setting - sponsors 
Schweppes and their partners have 
funded 400 square metres of decking, 
palm trees, special gazebos flown in from 
Indonesia, milky-white sand, a pool and 
of course more cocktails than you can 
shake a swizzle stick at. Furthermore, 
this being the summer of the Euro 2008 
football championships, every match will 
be broadcast live on giant plasma TV 
screens. 

Football on the telly, with a Manhattan  
in your hand – from a swimming pool. 
That’s really an offer you can’t refuse. 

J.D.

 
La Terrasse de l’Hippodrome
Chaussée de La Hulpe, 51-53  
1180 Brussels 
T. +32 (0)475 211 775 
www.la-terrasse.be 

brussels has had its own 
‘beach’ for a while now 
- but La Terrasse at the 
boitsfort Hippodrome 
is now offering a little 
bit more than a glorified 
sandpit....

	2008 is the fifth year in  
a row that the La Terrasse 
de l’Hippodrome project  
will be attracting the more 
discerning Brussels 

residents (aged 25-50) to experience  
a tropical paradise on their doorstep. 
 
It opens on 13th June at noon and the fun 
lasts till midnight every day to 21st July, 
with a special late, late opening on 18th 
June. Lunch and dinner menus are on 

fifTh BirThday  
for Brussels ‘BeaCh’ 
writer : JAMES DREW

THE PLACES TO bE

©  La Terrasse  
de l’Hippodrome
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EAT & DRINk

Take an architect/
decorator/designer who  
is among the most 
renowned in belgium,  
with a string of 
phenomenal success 
stories to his name.  
blend with a chef from 
the south of France 
who delights in fine 
flavours and healthy 
cuisine. Result ? Crystal 
Lounge, the next ‘big 
thing’ destined to enter 
the capital of Europe’s 
gastronomic hall  
of fame...

C
rystal Lounge - two words 
that go so well together, 
they seem inseperable. 
Placed side by side,  
they whisper of dreams 

and pleasure, of a restaurant that’s  
soon to open its doors within  
the confines of Sofitel Brussels  
Le Louise. The initiative forms part  
of the brand repositioning undertaken  
by hotel group Accor, which aims to 
establish Sofitel hotels as increasingly 
luxurious, without impinging on  
the separate identity of the restaurant, 
which is aimed at Bruxellois seeking  
new taste sensations.

ON THE MENU : TWO 
TAlENTED vISIONARIES
Le Belga Queen, La Quincaillerie,  
Genval Les Bains, or La Museum 
Brasserie – they’re all his work, as are  
the refitting of the Michaelmas Clinique  
in Etterbeek and Antwerp’s Dock’s Café. 

AFTER:  
Crystal Lounge

 The palaCe 
Where BelGo- 
 med mix rules
writer : JéRÔME STéFANSKI 
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INTERvIEW

Together : Did you know each  
other before embarking on this 
adventure ?
Antoine Pinto : Not at all. We were 
simply chosen by the same owner.
Serge Eymery : Two hours before we 
began work, we met in Belga Queen  
to exchanging our points of view on  
the design of Crystal Lounge. Happily, 
we hit it off immediately!

What was the original brief ?
SE : To devise an original menu inspired 
by Mediterranean culture, based on 
quality produce but also paying homage 
to Belgian cuisine. Simplicity was key. 
Five entrées, five fish dishes, five meat 
plates, five desserts.
AP : To design an exalted environment 
where design and gastronomy become 
one ; accessible, cordial, sophisticated  
and pure.

How long from the official beginning 
to the official opening ?
AP : A year, during which time many 
decisions had to be approved by the 
Accor group... 
SE : …approved and tested! Before  
the opening, Accor sent specialist interns 

in order to test the menu – there was  
a lot of pressure in the kitchen! Finally,  
a well-reputed chef acknowledged  
that I had surprised him : mission 
accomplished! 

Does a striking decor cover gaps in 
the cuisine? And conversely ?
AP : Absolutely not; in a good restaurant, 
design and gastronomy combine! This is 
a principle that I have defended since the 
beginning of my career, and the reason 
why I like to work with master chefs such 
as Peter Goosens and Serge Eymery.
SE : Superb food must be supported  
by an inviting environment, exceptional 
decoration and irreproachable service. 
Delicious dishes presented in a low-
quality setting tend to lose a lot of  
their flavour.

What’s your recipe for success ?
SE : Quality product served according to 
the famous formula : Service-Cuisine-
Ambience.
AP : Success by definition should aim  
to outlive fashion’s passing whims.  
To achieve it, quality ingredients are 
essential, but other, more personalised 
characteristics, such as audacity  
and innovation, are also indispensable.

J.S.

BEFORE :  
Antoine Pinto 
(designer, left) and 
Serges Eymery  
(chef) during  
the works

© Together Magazine

No surprise, then, with so many 
successes to his name, Antoine Pinto 
has became the man to know 
concerning exceptional interior design.  
Named in 1980 as one of Europe’s best 
by Besser’s Gourmet Guide, the German 
cousin of Gault and Millau, Pinto has 
always seen cuisine as a parallel to  
his passion for conceptual art : “I studied 
restoration art in the Fine Arts Academy 
and, in the Eighties, when cuisine 
enjoyed a real revolution, I quickly 
understood that my profession allowed 
the possibility of creatively expressing  
the colours, tastes and aromas of fine 
food - it is this side of gastronomy, the 
plastic and pictorial, which seduced me, 
and which continues to fascinate me.”

On this point, chef Serge Eymery is in 
complete agreement : “I always enjoyed 
design and materials - one also finds  
this art on the plate, but in a more 
transitory fashion, which to some extent 
makes it even more magic. A chef is  
only successful if he develops and offers 
dishes which correspond to two 
adjectives - beautiful and delicious.”

With regards flavours, the young expat, 
who has only been in Brussels  
for three months, is also well versed :  
“In recent years, I ran the kitchen in  
a prestigious Sofitel hotel in Nice, and  
I had the chance to work there with 
healthy and tasty Mediterranean 
products. Before that, I spent seven 
years in Corsica where one of my 
missions was to concoct delicious diet 
menus for a thalassotherapy centre.  
I added to my arsenal in Relay-Castle, 
where I learned about the precision  
that haute cuisine requires. In Crystal 
Lounge, I aim to implement all this 
experience, without forgetting reverence 
to Belgian cooking!”

lIGHT AND TASTy
According to Eymery and Pinto, ‘light  
and tasty’ defines their approach  
to gastronomy : “With decor, as with  
the food, the customer is constantly 
seeking fresh and light sensation and, 

perhaps even more, pleasant surprises 
and consistency. Healthy eating is very 
much in the now,” Pinto stresses.  
“The menu does not make any great 
haute cuisine claims ; rather, it provides  
a mixture of particular flavours, while at 
the same time educating our diners on 
healthy eating ! Our gastronomic 
approach is a cross between a luxurious 
old-fashioned brasserie and resolutely 
modern design, in which Mediterranean 
dishes meet unmissable Belgian 
specialities. In addition, I’ve also recently 
learned how to present the perfect 
shrimp croquette, thanks to the 
invaluable advice of established local 
chefs,” Eymery adds, with a knowing 
smile.

A SPACE TO DRAW BREATH
Located on Avenue de la Toison d’Or, the 
restaurant can accommodate up to 120 
diners in an entirely flexible environment 
that’s designed to change as the hours 
pass – be it late night or early morning : 
“By redesigning the breakfast area, for 
example, I wanted to immerse our clients 
in a trendy but relaxed atmosphere,” 
Pinto explains. “I knew this district thirty 
years ago, when people came here to 
enjoy raspberry tarts and other artisanal 
pastries. I think it’s important to update 
this approach, because it’s lacking now 
in Brussels,” he adds. 

Eymery continues : “I want to create  
an unmissable morning tradition.  
An all-day service is available, from 
breakfast through brunch to supper ;  
a client could perhaps take tea and 
pastries, then continue with an aperitif 
and restaurant meal, maybe even spend 
a night at the hotel!”

Very imposing, the bar is obviously 
intended for well-connected diners 
always on the lookout for innovation.  
As ever, Pinto’s inimitable decor allures...

J.S.

Crystal Lounge
Avenue de la Toison d’Or, 40
1050 Brussels

EAT & DRINk
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On Sunday, battles in the fields near  
the Hougoumont farm will be held,  
with fighting beginning at 10h and ending 
around noon. Troops will then sound  
the retreat to the Hameau du Lion  
(Lion’s Hamlet).

A combined ticket, giving access to both 
base camps and to the mock battle  
on Sunday, costs 5€ for adults and 3€  
for children. Children under six go free.

Tickets are available from several venues, 
including the tourist information offices  
in Waterloo and Braine l’Alleud.

On Saturday, visitors can help in the 
preparation of Napoleon’s ‘last’ dinner 
before his downfall while, on Sunday, 
doctors and ambulance staff dressed  
in vintage uniforms will treat the ‘injured’, 
using instruments typical of the 
Napoleonic period.

WAR ENDS
The Battle of Waterloo marked the climax 
of an almost unbroken period of war 
between the great European powers that, 
by 1815, had lasted more than 20 years.

Skirmishes had already taken place  
on the eve of the battle and it may come 
as no surprise to find that the various 
armies were already in their places some 
days before the outbreak of fully fledged 
hostilities.

It was the third day, though, that was  
to prove decisive.

On the morning of 18th June, 
the forces on both sides took 
up their positions and,  
at 11h30, the action began  
in earnest.

At 15h30, Marshal Ney, on 
the French side, saw what  
he believed to be signs  
of flight in the English lines 

and ordered a heavy cavalry charge. 
Utter carnage followed with the 
wholesale slaughter of men and horses.

By 19h30, things had changed 
dramatically and the French troops, 
struck by panic, started first to withdraw 
and then very quickly to break up  
and scatter.

The cry went up from the Allies : “Victory ! 
Victory ! They are fleeing.” By 20h30, 
Napoleon realised that, for him and his 
now-broken army, the battle was lost.

‘GlIMPSE OF  
THE APOCAlyPSE’
Yves Vander Cruysen is director of  
the non-for-profit association Bataille de 
Waterloo, one of the event’s organisers.

He explains that the carnage was made 
worse by the rudimentary nature of the 
weapons in use at the time. Men were 
forced to finish each other off in bloody 
hand-to-hand combat.

For several days, the fields of Waterloo 
resembled a “glimpse of the apocalypse”, 
according to Vander Cruysen.

“Wellington was hailed a national hero  
on his return from Waterloo after  
the brilliant victory while Napoleon,  
of couse, was exiled on the island of  
St Helena, 7,000km from France.”

Other attractions on the re-enactment 
weekend include a Napoleonic market 
and visits to the nearby Wellington  
and wax museums. Visitors can also hire 
bikes to discover the strategic locations 
on the battlefield, cycling on purpose-
built paths.

M.B.

T. +32 (0)2 384 24 24 and  
+32 (0)2 352 09 12
www.waterloo-tourisme.be

ON SATURDAY, 
VISITORS CAN 
HELP IN THE 
PREPARATION 

OF NAPOLEON’S 
‘LAST’ DINNER 
bEFORE HIS 
DOWNFALL 

DIARY

It was a defining moment 
in british and French 
history – a triumph that 
brought the crowning of 
a national hero and the 
downfall of ‘The Man 
Of Destiny’. Almost two 
centuries after the battle 
of Waterloo, you can relive 
one of history’s most-
famous (and bloodiest) 
conflicts.

A 
large-scale  
re-enactment of  
the battle between  
the Duke of Wellington 
and Napoleon will take 

place in the shadow of the Butte du Lion 
in Waterloo on the weekend of 21st  
and 22nd June.

Over two days, more than 1,200  
re-enactors in full uniform from  
12 countries will converge on  

meeT your  
oWn WaTerloo
writer : MARTIN BANKS

La Butte du Lion, 
(Lion’s Hillock)  
Waterloo

the Belgian fields where, on 18th June 
1815, 15,000 British, 25,000 French  
and 8,000 Prussian soldiers were killed 
or wounded. For two days, the site will 
once again echo to the sound of rifle-fire 
salvoes, the shouts of soldiers and rattle 
of drums.

HISTORy REPEATING
The two opposing forces will be based  
in separate camps (bivouacs) – the 
French at the provincial museum,  
Dernier Quartier-General de Napoleon 
(open to the public on the Saturday  
from 10-18h and on Sunday from  
13-17h), while the Allied troops will be 
stationed at the Hougoumont farm  
in Braine l’Alleud (open 14-18h, Saturday 
and Sunday).

At 20h on 21st June, the battle proper  
will get under way on the fields near  
the Place du village. At around 21h30,  
all troops will reach the Place  
de Plancenoit for the final fight before 
taking part in a torch-lit retreat  
to base camp. Access to the Saturday 
battle is free.
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As an extra for Together’s 
special edition, we present 
a selection of the finest 
festivals heading for 
brussels and beyond 
during the lazy, hazy, 
crazy days of Summer. 
Party on…

FIESTA DU ROCK
20 > 22.0�
Drawn from the regional, Belgian  
and international scene, 20 bands and 
artists including Hooverphonic, Ramon 
Zarate, Elliott Murphy and many others 
will be making their way to Liège for  
the 15th edition of the free and friendly 
outdoor festival, Fiesta du Rock. Music  
to your ears, and easy on your wallets.

Rue du village, 45 
4400 Flémalle 
T. +32 (0)4 234 25 25 
www.lafiestadurock.be

COUlEUR CAFE
27 > 29.0�
THE annual Belgian rock festival returns 
for its 15th birthday – accept no 
imitations ! For three days, Tour&Taxis will 
rock the rhythms of R’n’B, Hip-Hop, Affro, 
Reggae, Salsa, and so on and so forth ! 
The artists featuring this year include 
kery James, Orishas & MC Solaar, Omar 
Perry, Jimmy Cliff and Zucchero and, as 
usual, there will also be a wide variety  
of international food and drink (on ‘Eat 
Street’) and crafts treats on sale. Go on – 
you know it makes sense.

Tour&Taxis 
Avenue du Port, 86c 

fesTival frenzy !
writer : JAMES DREW

1000 Brussels
T. +32 (0)900 87 900
www.couleurcafe.be

vERDUR ROCK
2�.0�
The Verdur Rock festival is Wallonia’s 
oldest (it began in 1984). A free bash 
which takes place in Namur’s open-air 
theatre, Verdur always offers a modern 
and eclectic choice of music, which this 
year includes Daan, Saint-André, Depotax 
and Les Blerots de R.A.V.E.L. A festival  
of emotion and passion…

Service jeunesse
Esplanade de l’Hôtel de Ville
5000 NAMUR
T. +32 (0)81 246 432
www.verdur-rock.be

SPA TRIBUTE FESTIvAl
2� > 29.0�
The setting ? Parc de 7 Heures in Spa. 
The principle? One tribute band after 
another pays homage to the legends  
of music. Some flatter with their voices 
and rythms alone, while others go for an 
all-out simulacrum, including costumes, 
lighting, and special effects. It’s all live,  
of course, and it’s all entirely free. The 
fun starts at 13h and finishes around 
midnight, and this year you can enjoy  
a Hungarian group (Pink Floyd), Italian 
(Queen) and German (Bon Jovi), among 
many others. A sosie-tastic line-up !

Parc de 7 Heures/village Gourmand
Office du Tourisme de Spa
Place Royale, 41
4900 Spa
T. +32 (0)87 795 356
www.spa-tribute.be
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Every inch of Brussels
is now covered.

two international lifestyle experts join forces to bring you the best news, 
information and resources for a happy life abroad. On and offline. 

For more information, go to www.expatica.com or  
subscribe to Together at www.together-magazine.eu

ROCK WERCHTER
3 > �.07
According to this festival’s website,  
there are around 250,000 ‘festivaliers’ 
who attend this extravaganza on a yearly 
basis – and when you look at the line-up, 
it’s not difficult to see why. This year  
sees R.E.M, Lenny kravitz, The Chemical 
Brothers, Neil Young, Moby and The 
Hives heading the line-up – rock ‘till  
you drop.

Werchter
T. +32 (0)900 2 60 60 
or +32 (0)78 155151
www.rockwerchter.be

FESTIvAl vACANCES 
THEATRE
4 > 12.07
A festival of a different cultural blend – 
theatre, French music and shows  
make up a programme that’s rich in 
international flavour. 

Théâtre Royal de l’Etuve
Festival vacances Théâtre Stavelot
Rue de l’Etuve, 12
4000 Liège
T. +32 (0)4 222 06 96
www.theatre-etuve.be

DOUR FESTIvAl 2008
17 > 20.07
The Dour Festival began life with eight 
French-speaking bands on one stage  

in 1989 and has since grown into a four-
day event that attracts around 144,000 
revellers last year. The event delivers an 
eclectic line-up of old favourites and new 
talent across five stages and marquees 
with the likes of The Raveonettes, Gogol 
Bordello, Gilles Peterson and The Fall all 
set to performing this year. Camping is 
available and organisers hand out free 
sunscreen, t-shirts, caps, mirrors and 
condoms to make sure festival-goers have 
protection from the sun, STIs and bad hair.

Plaine de la Machine à Feu 
7370 Dour
www.dourfestival.be

BRUSSElS SUMMER 
FESTIvAl 2008
21 > 31.0�
Over six editions, the Brussels Summer 
Festival has become the largest 
concentration of culture to be held  
in Brussels in August. More than 25 sites 
(indoors and outdoors) will host the shows 
being organised, and some 150,000 
spectators will enjoy the range of musical, 
theatrical and comedic delights on offer. 
Brussels gets hot!

Festival des Musiques de Bruxelles 
ASBL 
Grand’Place, 14
1000 Brussels 
T. +32 (0)2 552 00 00
www.infofestival.be

1. Fiesta du Rock 

© lafiestadurock.be

2. Couleur Café 

© couleurcafe.be

3.  Spa Tribute 
Festival 

© lafiestadurock.be

4.  Brussels Summer 
Festival 

©  Festival des Musiques 
de Bruxelles

1 2

3 4

DIARY
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sign OF The mOnTh
gemini
21sT may > 21sT June
A	rather	grumpy	mood	prevails	
during	the	first	week	but	energies	
change	around	the	12th	or	13th	
June	when	other	people	will	be	
going	out	of	their	way	to	please	

you.	Business	links	with	North	
America	have	a	role	to	play	in	
your	career	profile	between		
the	17th	and	27th	and	all	aspects	
pertaining	to	communications	
and	networking	are	valid	
throughout	the	whole	of		
the	month.	

or indeed, wanting something a little bit 
different ! By the month’s end you’ll be 
locked into more practical trains of thought 
and there could be a lot happening 
between the 20th and the 29th that ties  
in with the acquisition of new skills and 
anything to do with education. 

CAPRICORN
22ND	DECEMBER	>	19TH	JANuARy

You’ll be feeling very lethargic 
throughout the month, without little energy 
or enthusiasm for anything. Maybe you 
deserve some kind of a rest, but the fact 
of the matter is that there are still things  
to be done that cannot be done without 
your input and attention. Bills to be paid, 
tax returns to be sorted, etc. You’ve 
probably got until the 16th or 17th to get 
your act together because after that time 
other people will be looking to you !

AQUARIUS
20TH	JANuARy	>	18TH	FEBRuARy

May will have knocked  
your work schedules out of sync and  
the first days of June see you negotiating 
your way around new work routines. 
Physical tiredness suggests the need  
for a holiday, but there’s not much joy 
here if you’ve just had one ! International 
banking has a major role to play between 
the 15th and 22nd and a new romantic 
interest makes your heart beat a little 
faster from the 25th onwards. 

PISCES
19TH	APRIL	>	20TH	MARCH

Throughout the whole of the 
month you become increasingly aware  
of the fact that there have to be some 
fundamental changes made to your 
lifestyle. There will be some good advice 

from third parties although you might not 
like what you hear. The 14th to the 18th 
sees you reviewing recently made 
decisions and the 23rd-24th augers well 
for new business ventures. Emotional 
agendas take precedence on the 27th.

ARIES
21ST	MARCH	>	19TH	APRIL

Minor niggles with job routines, 
relationships and motor cars cause you  
to lose sight of the big picture but there  
are some major shifts in career direction 
looming that enable you to bring that  
“big picture” more sharply into focus. 
Divided emotional loyalties cause problems 
mid-month and there is a lot going on  
in connection with new homes and major 
home improvement schemes. Emotional 
tensions will surface around the 23rd.

TAURUS
20TH	APRIL	>	20TH	MAy

Too much to do and not enough 
time to do it in! Other people around you 
cause frustration and disappointment by 
failing to share your sense of urgency. 
Finances are not strong, but the 15th 

June is a red letter day for trying 
something new - and making a major 
success of it! Although it may cause 
some pain, a couple of major bills do 
have to be paid before the month’s end. 
Family reunions are likely in the last ten 
days and you’ll be finalising travel plans 
around the 27th-28th.

J.C.

For details about private readings  
please contact James Christie via  
www.magepublishing.co.uk  
or call +33 (0)561 94 06 78.
 

HOROSCOPES

Summer loving or  
raised temperatures ?  
Our astrologer gives us 
the benefit of his  
starry-eyed predictions...

CANCER
22ND	JuNE	>	22ND	JuLy

Some of you will look in the mirror 
and think “Oh dear I’m getting old” – in 
which case it’s about time you started 
acting your age. Those of you who seek  
to turn back time embark on a most foolish 
endeavour ! This is very relevant around  
the 17th - 21st June when your heart and 
your ego want to run away with your 
common sense. Friction with children 
causes irritation during the late days of April.

lEO
23RD	JuLy	>	23RD	AuGuST

Your single-mindedness  
and sense of purpose are enviable traits 
but other people probably think you’re 
being a bit of a pain in the ass. Do not 
surrender! keep on doing things your 
own way, and let those others catch you 
up if they can! New bank accounts being 
opened at this time to hold new money. 
The 14th to the 18th June sees you dealing 
with insurance companies while the 23rd 
to the 28th sees you looking at property. 

vIRGO 
23RD	AuGuST	>	22ND	SEPTEMBER

Are people talking about you 
behind your back ? If you’re not listening to 
what they’re saying to you face to face, this 
may well be so ! While you are entitled to 
your own opinions and do need to express 
them, this is not a time to be stubborn or  

to resist the inevitability of change. Look  
for some enlightenment around the 19th  
and again on the 23rd, when overtures  
of friendship and assistance come from  
a rather unexpected source. 

lIBRA
23RD	SEPTEMBER	>	20TH	OCTOBER

An exciting but confusing month, 
especially for Librans under forty, who 
will find they have to juggle career and 
personal priorities, frequently attempting 
to be in two places at the same time. 
While there is some good business 
energy in the wind, romantic and sexual 
agendas seem to dominate the calendar, 
and this could be a wonderful time for 
new love affairs, engagements and 
weddings. High days and hot spots – 
June 12th, 14th and the 16th-20th.

SCORPIO
23RD	SEPTEMBER	>	20TH	OCTOBER

March’s bright energy pulsates 
into June and a lovely feeling of co-
operation and camaraderie helps you to 
hit targets and score some spectacular 
goals. Having said that, apply some 
common sense and caution around  
the 17th when a heaven sent opportunity 
seems just a little too good to be true. 
Some concern over the health and 
welfare of elderly relatives creeps in 
around the 20th.

SAGITTARIUS
22ND	NOVEMBER	>	21ST	DECEMBER

A busy month where all family 
affairs are concerned but, purely on a 
personal level, rather a reflective period. 
You may value what you have but there’s 
nothing wrong in wanting a bit more –  

The fuTure’s  
BriGhT...
writer : JAMES CHRISTIE
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r

Robinson	les	Bains
www.robinsonlesbains.com

Sonia	Rykiel
Boulevard	de	Waterloo,	56
B-1000	Bruxelles
+32	(0)2	502	08	13
www.soniarykiel.fr

s

Spasiba
Boulevard	de	Waterloo,	56
B-1000	Bruxelles
+32	(0)2	514	15	33
www.spasiba.be

Stijl
Rue	Antoine	Dansaert,	74
B-1000	Bruxelles

u

underwear
Avenue	A.	Dansaert,	47
b-1000	Bruxelles
+32	(0)2	514	27	31
www.dunderwear.be

V

Tim	Van	Steenbergen
Sint	Michielskaai,	9	
B-2000	Antwerp
www.timvansteenbergen.com

summer 
 ‘ChaTTiTude’

LE CHAT

Our feline friend takes 
‘paws’ for thought ahead  
of his hols...
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V I C H Y.  H E A LT H  I S  V I TA L .  S TA R T  W I T H  YO U R  S K I N .

Win a trip to New York on 
www.vichyhomme.be

Full of testosterone, men’s skin is more active.
It needs more energy every day.

Hydra Mag C
24H HYDRATING SKIN-CARE TONIC

Contains Magnesium + Vitamin C. 
For strong, healthy skin.

Available in pharmacies.   Information, advice and personalised consultations available on www.vichyhomme.be

THE N°1
SELLING
male skin-care 
products sold in 

European pharmacies*

* Hydrating, anti-wrinkle, eye-contour and other products. Source IMS Europe 7 (France, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Belgium, Germany, Austria). Cumulative sales at end of June 2007.

NEW

Hypoallergenic. 
Suitable for sensitive skin.
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